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The 20th century and the beginning of the new century saw the flourishing of numerous studies 

concerning the development of Christian iconography of the early centuries and its role in the 
transmission of faith1. The rediscovery of the Christian icon of the first millennium also coincides 
with the period of the beginning of the scientific studies applied to the Shroud, with the famous first 
photograph of the linen, taken by Secondo Pia in May of 18982.  

At the beginning of the 20th century, Professor Paul Vignon, a philosopher and scientist, 
highlighted the close relationship between the Shroud and the depictions of the Face of Christ from 
the 4th century onwards3. The study of written documents is precious. Along with the literary part, the 
numerous and varied iconographic repertoire should simultaneously be considered. The observation 
of the similarity between the Shroud face and most of the depictions of Christ known in art, both 
Eastern and Western4, together with the study of sources referring to such images, shows a clear 
dependence. The evident similarity can not be attributed to a pure case, but it seems to be the result 
of a correlation, mediated or immediate, of an image from the other and of all from a common source5. 

Paul Vignon argued that Christ's face, as presented in Christian art, was elaborated and modeled 
from the Shroud face and he also felt that there was a similarity between the classic type of Christ's 
face with the beard and the faint image impressed on the Shroud6. 

Observing the face of the Man of the Shroud, in fact, it is possible to identify many elements of 
irregularity that are repeated in the painted images of Christ: these are not simply attributable to the 
imagination of the artists7. They also allow us to hypothesize, with a high degree of certainty, that the 
ancient depictions of Christ's face depend on the venerated relic. 

Analyὐing the pictoὄial ὄepὄoductionὅ, he waὅ the fiὄὅt to note and highlight ὅome coincidenceὅ 
with the Shὄoud face, lateὄ ὄefeὄὄed to aὅ “Vignon pointὅ”. The haiὄ iὅ long and bipaὄtite. Sometimeὅ 
two oὄ thὄee lockὅ of haiὄ in the middle of the foὄehead aὄe pὄeὅent and thiὅ detail could be a pictoὄial 

                                                            
1 USPENSKIJ L., La teologia dell’icona, Milan, 1995, pp. 329-366; MUZJ M.G., Visione e presenza, Milan, 1995; GRABAR A., Bisanzio, Milan, 1964; 

FALETTI I., Da Bisanzio alla Santa Russia, Rome, 2011; JAZYKOVA I., Io faccio nuova ogni cosa, Milan, 2000; LAZAREV V., Storia della pittura 
bizantina, Turin, 1967. 

2 ENRIE G., La Santa Sindone rivelata dalla fotografia, Turin, 19382. 
3 VIGNON P., Le Saint Suaire de Turin devant la science, l’archéologique, l’histoire, l’iconographie, la logique, Paris, 1902. 
4 MARINELLI  E., The Shroud and the iconography of Christ, in Shroud of Turin, the controversial intersection of faith and science, International 

Conference, St. Louis (Missouri, USA), October 9-12, 2014, http://www.sindone.info/STLOUIS2.PDF 
5 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, in Emmaus 2, Quaderni di Studi 

Sindonici, Centro Romano di Sindonologia, Rome 1982, p. 13; id., L’immagine di Cristo nell’arte, Rome, 1986, pp. 35-51. 
6 VIGNON P., Le Linceul du Christ. Étude scientifique, pp. 163-192; P. VIGNON, Le Saint Suaire de Turin devant la Science, l’Archéologie, l’Histoire, 

l’Iconographie, la Logique, op. cit., pp. 113-191. 
7 The Second ἑouncil of σicea ὅpecifieὅμ “The pὄoduction of imageὅ iὅ not an invention of painteὄὅ, but the appὄoved law and tὄadition of the Catholic 

ἑhuὄch”, see: DI DOMENICO P.G. (Ed.), Atti del Concilio Niceno Secondo Ecumenico Settimo, Vatican City 2004, p. 304. 
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inteὄpὄetation of the tὄickle of blood in an epὅilon ὅhape viὅible in the centeὄ of the foὄehead of the 
Shὄoud face. The ὅupeὄciliaὄy aὄcheὅ aὄe pὄonounced and in ὅome of theὅe ὄepὄeὅentationὅ an eyebὄow 
appeaὄὅ higheὄ than the otheὄ, like in the Shὄoud face. At the ὄoot of the noὅe ὅome poὄtὄaitὅ ὅhow a 
ὅign that ὄeὅembleὅ a ὅquaὄe miὅὅing itὅ uppeὄ edge and below it, theὄe iὅ a V ὅign. The noὅe iὅ long 
and ὅtὄaight and the eyeὅ aὄe big and deep, wide open, with enoὄmouὅ iὄiὅeὅ and big eye ὅocketὅ. The 
cheekboneὅ aὄe veὄy pὄonounced, ὅometimeὅ with ὅpotὅ. In ὅome pictuὄeὅ it iὅ noted, juὅt aὅ on the 
Shὄoud, a quite laὄge aὄea, without impὄint, between the cheekὅ and the haiὄ, ὅo that the lockὅ of haiὄ 
appeaὄ ὅtὄongly detached fὄom the face. τne of the cheekὅ of the εan of the Shὄoud iὅ veὄy ὅwollen, 
pὄobably becauὅe of a ὅeveὄe tὄauma, and the aὅymmetὄy of the face iὅ evident. In the loweὄ paὄt of 
it, at the height of the maxillaὄy boneὅ, theὄe aὄe ὅignificant ὅimilaὄitieὅ between the Shὄoud face and 
the ὄepὄeὅentationὅ of Jeὅuὅ ἑhὄiὅt. The muὅtache, that aὄe often dὄooping, aὄe diὅpoὅed 
aὅymmetὄically and deὅcend beyond the lipὅ on each ὅide with a diffeὄent angle. The mouth iὅ ὅmall, 
not hidden by the muὅtache. The beaὄd, not too long, bipaὄtite and ὅometimeὅ tὄipaὄtite, iὅ ὅlightly 
moved on one ὅideν theὄe iὅ a beaὄdleὅὅ aὄea undeὄ the loweὄ lip. The inὅpiὄation fὄom the Shὄoud iὅ 
evident, foὄ example, in the ὅignὅ between the eyebὄowὅ, on the foὄehead and on the ὄight cheek of 
ἑhὄiὅt'ὅ face (κth centuὄy), fὄeὅco of the catacombὅ of Pontianuὅ8 in Rome9. 

In the light of these evident correspondences it turns out indispensable to search through history 
the documents, the mentions, the descriptions of this particular object, to understand how much it 
could have influenced the representations of Christ during the centuries10.   

It iὅ known that the σew Teὅtament doeὅ not hand down any deὅcὄiption of the Savioὄ’ὅ phyὅical 
features; the prohibitions of the Old Law (Ex 20:4; Dt 5:8) probably appeared to be an obstacle for 
the nascent Church and an impediment to fixing the physiognomy in pictorial portraits or statues, 
although the legend attributes some of them to St. Luke or Nicodemus11, therefore at the apostolic 
time.  

Until the 4th century, symbolic12 representations of Christ (lamb, bread, fish) are imposed along 
with the use of appearances derived from other religions: Christ the sun, Good Shepherd, Orpheus, 
Hercules, Thaumaturge, Master, Philosopher. In many cases, the representation of the young and 
beardless Christ is used to emphasize his divine nature13. 

After the freedom of worship granted by Constantine to Christianity and sanctioned in 313 by 
the so-called Milan edict, a different image of Jesus' face started to spread, characterized by a beard 
that was not too long, mustache, a high and majestic appearance, long hair that fall on the shoulders 
and that sometimes show a central line that divides them14.  

One of the first depictions of the bearded Christ appears in Rome in the Hypogeum of the 
Aurelii (3rd century). Among the works that show Him with a beard, we must remember some 
sarcophagi of Theodosian age (4th century) still preserved, for example, in the Vatican Museums, in 
St. Sebastian outside the Walls in Rome, in St. Ambrose in Milan and the Lapidary Museum of Arles. 

                                                            
8 The catacombs of Pontianus are a Christian funerary area located in Rome, on the slopes of Monte Verde, in the modern Gianicolense district. In the 

past it was also known as the catacombs of Abdon and Sennen, two Persians converted to Christianity and for this reason martyred. Pontianus was 
the landowner who perhaps had hosted Pope Callisto I, in Trastevere, in his own house during the persecution of Alexander Severus from 222 to 235. 
Numerous martyrs were buried in this cemetery and some galleries of the catacombs are still unexplored. It dates from the 3rd to the 7th century for 
the archaeological evidence that attests it. It was discovered in 1618 and systematic excavations were carried out in 1883. Further excavations, 
between 1917 and 1924, also brought to light various orarories and the so-called baptistery where the image of Christ Pantocrator is placed. See: 
TESTINI P., Le catacombe e gli antichi cimiteri cristiani in Roma, Bologna, 1966, p. 107 and p.145. 

9 WILSON I., Icone ispirate alla Sindone, in COPPINI L. - CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), Le icone di Cristo e la Sindone, Cinisello Balsamo (Milan) 2000, pp. 
72-88, on p. 78. 

10 DROBOT G., Il volto di Cristo, fedeltà a un santo modello, in COPPINI L. - CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), Le icone di Cristo e la Sindone, op. cit., pp. 57-71, 
on p. 60.  

11 MARINELLI  E., Three “Acheiropoietos” Images in comparison with the Turin Shroud, in International Interdisciplinary Conference on the 
Acheiropoietos Images, Toὄuń, Poland, May 11–13, 2011, pp.1-7, 
https://www.academia.edu/867143/Three_Acheiropoietos_images_in_comparison_with_the_Turin_Shroud  

12 For the theme of the symbol in ancient and medieval Christianity, see: BAUDRY G-H., Simboli cristiani delle origini, Milan, 2016; DE CHAMPEAUX 

G. -  STERCKX S., I simboli del medioevo, Milan, 1997. 
13 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, op. cit., pp. 20-21; MATHEWS T., 

Scontro di dei, Milan, 2005. 
14 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, op. cit., p. 17. 

https://www.academia.edu/867143/Three_Acheiropoietos_images_in_comparison_with_the_Turin_Shroud
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Other examples of Christ's depictions that show a striking resemblance to the Shroud face are: 
the mosaic of Christ in the apse of the basilica of St. Pudenziana in Rome (4th century); the Christ the 
Teacher of the Cubiculum of Leo in the Catacomb of Commodilla in Rome (4th century) and the 
enthroned Christ between Peter and Paul in the catacombs of Sts. Marcellinus and Peter in Rome (4th-
5th century). Also the ancient icon on panel called Acheropita of the Most Holy Savior, venerated in 
the oratory of St. Lawrence in Palatio, called Sancta Sanctorum, in Rome, although in his stylistic 
simplicity, shows schematically this similarity. The original icon, completely deteriorated, goes back 
to the 5th-6th century. The mosaic of the Chapel of St. Venantius by the Baptistery of St. John Lateran 
(7th century) shows a bust of Christ of that kind. It is one of the most remarkable mosaics of Roman 
production of the time. Other examples are: the panel of Christ of the cathedral of the saints 
Marguerite and Martin in Tarquinia (Viterbo), 12th century; the panel of Christ of the cathedral of St. 
Mary of Assumption in Sutri (Viterbo), 13th century; the mosaic of the apse of the basilica of St. John 
Lateran (13th century)15.  

Starting from the 6th century, a particular type of portrait of Jesus, that seems to be inspired by 
the Shroud, spreads also in the East. It is the majestic Christ, with a beard and mustache, called the 
Pantocrator (the Creator of all things, which will be called the Almighty in the West), of which there 
are some ancient examples in the rock churches of Cappadocia16. There is a rather evident inspiration 
from the Shroud also in the face of Christ on the silver vase of the 6th century found in Homs, Syria, 
now in the Louvre in Paris, and in the one visible on the silver reliquary of 550, coming from 
Cherson17, in Crimea, which is in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg18.  

The Pantocrator is also present in the post-Byzantine era and it will remain substantially 
unchanged until today19. This way of representing Christ has become the only one in the first Christian 
millennium both in the East and in the West20. Even with the beginning of the new Christian 
millennium, things in the East do not change. In the Pantocrator (13th century) of the Basilica of 
Hagia Sophia in Constantinople and in the Pantocrator (14th century) of the church of St. Saviour in 
Chora, in Constantinople as well, you can notice concave cheeks and prominent and asymmetric 
cheekbones.  

A distinctive and original sign is the detail in the middle of the forehead. It is present frequently; 
it can be a single or double strand of hair, sometimes even a vertical wrinkle. It is always painted in 
the center of the forehead and reveals, although in different interpretations, the Shroud origin: the 
characteristic trickle of blood on the forehead. 

You can notice the lock of hair, simple or double, for example in the mosaic of the apsidal vault 
of the oratory of St. Lawrence in Palatio in Rome which depicts Christ Pantocrator in a clypeus (9th 
century); in the Pantocrator (12th century) of Cefalù Cathedral (Palermo); in the Pantocrator (12th 
century) of Monreale Cathedral (Palermo); in the Pantocrator (12th centuὄy) of Sant’Angelo in Foὄmiὅ 
church in Capua (Caserta); in the Pantocrator (12th century) of the church of Daphni Monastery, near 
Athens21.  

The detail appears, instead, like a true and proper trickle of blood on the forehead of Christ on 
the crucifixion panel in one of the windows of the Portal of the Kings in Chartres cathedral (12th 
century) 22. 

                                                            
15 ZANINOTTO G., L’Acheropita del SS. Salvatore nel Sancta Sanctorum del Laterano, in COPPINI L. - CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), Le icone di Cristo e la 

Sindone, op. cit., pp. 164-180, on pp. 178-179. 
16 MANTON L., The Cappadocian frescoes in relation to the Turin Shroud, in DOUTREBENTE M.-A. (Ed.), Acheiropoietos. Non fait de main d’homme, 

Actes du III Symposium Scientifique International du CIELT, Nice, May 12-13, 1997, Paris, 1998, pp. 119-126. 
17 Cherson was an ancient city whose ruins are located near Sevastopol. The city decayed with the fall of Constantinople (1453). 
18 MORONI M., L’icona di Cristo nelle monete bizantine. Testimonianze numismatiche della Sindone a Edessa, in COPPINI L. - CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), 

Le icone di Cristo e la Sindone, op. cit., pp. 122-144, on p. 124. 
19 GHARIB G., Icone bizantine e ritratto di Cristo, in COPPINI L. - CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), Le icone di Cristo e la Sindone, op. cit., pp. 35-56, on p. 35. 
20 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, op. cit., p. 20.  
21 GHARIB G., Le icone di Cristo, storia e culto, Rome 1993, p. 153. 
22 FALCINELLI  R., Testimonianze sindoniche a Chartres, in BAIMA BOLLONE P. - LAZZERO M. - MARINO C. (Edd.), Sindone e Scienza. Bilanci e 

programmi alle soglie del terzo millennio, pp. 300-311, on p. 303 and p. 310, 
https://www.academia.edu/872980/Testimonianze_sindoniche_a_Chartres-Torino_1998  

https://www.academia.edu/872980/Testimonianze_sindoniche_a_Chartres-Torino_1998
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The observation of the Shroud face seems to have influenced also the representation of Christ on 
the Byzantine coins from the 7th century23. Justinian II (Byzantine emperor from 685 to 695 and from 
705 to 711) was the first emperor to have the face of Jesus to be represented on coins. On his golden 
solidus (692-695) there is a Pantocrator whose features are very similar to those of the Shroud: wavy 
hair falling behind the shoulders, long beard, mustache and the characteristic little tuft on the 
forehead.  

Unfortunately, there are very few images of Christ that survived the terrible period of the 
iconoclasm (730-843) which, denying the legality of images in Christianity, destroyed much of the 
existing ones24. When the iconoclast struggles ceased, the face of Christ, similar to the Shroud, was 
portrayed again on coins. One strongly inspired by the Shroud Pantocrator, expressive, with large 
eyes, long hair and beard, appears on the golden solidus of Michael III (842-867)25. The golden 
solidus of Basil I (Byzantine emperor from 867 to 886) is the first coin coined with the figure of 
Christ on the throne. The Face has many characteristics of the Shroud. 

With the technique of superposition in polarized light26 it has been shown that the Shroud face 
fits in most points with that, suitably enlarged, of the Pantocrator portrayed on coins. There are more 
than 140 highlighted points of congruence, which are the points of overlap, with the solidus and with 
the tremissis of the first reign of Justinian II. Those correspondences widely satisfy the American 
forensic criterion, according to which from 45 to 60 points of congruence are enough to establish the 
identity or similarity of two images. The same technique was applied to one of the finest examples of 
Pantocrator, the icon of the Monastery of St. Catherine at Mount Sinai, dating back to the 6th century, 
which has even 250 points of congruence27.  

Another comparison of the Shroud face was made with the technique of digital processing. It 
turned out that the traits and the outlines of the Shroud face are superimposable to those of the Christ 
of the solidus of Justinian II and of the icon of the Sinai28. 

In the Byzantine literary sources the image of the Pantocrator is called acheiropoietos – not 
made by human hands – or apomasso – imprint – and according to tradition it derives from a cloth: 
therefore it is called Mandylion. This canon portrait of Christ is considered up to now the only valid 
representation, not only by the Orthodox Church, but also by the Catholic Church29.  

It is interesting to notice that the wooden doors of the basilica of St. Sabina in Rome (5th century) 
present Christ with a beard in the scenes of the Passion, while He is without a beard in all the other 
scenes of His life. This distinction also characterizes the mosaics of St. Apollinaris New, in Ravenna 
(6th century) 30. The hypothesis that there may be a reason to relate the representation of the bearded 
Christ with the Passion seems more then plausible and it is referable to a preexisting image, clearly 
linked to the moments of Jesus' suffering. The reference to the Shroud and to the testimonies, both 
written and iconographic, of an imprint left by Jesus on a cloth with His sweat and His blood does 
not seem unbelievable at all.  

All the literary references that report legends and traditions, as well as the simple hints of the 
existence of such an image, appear, in the light of these similarities, very precious in order to rebuild 
an itinerary of the Shroud during the obscure centuries preceding its appearance in Europe. It would 

                                                            
23 MORONI M., L’icona di Cristo nelle monete bizantine. Testimonianze numismatiche della Sindone a Edessa, in COPPINI L. -  CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), 

Le icone di Cristo e la Sindone, op. cit., pp. 122-144. 
24 GRABAR A., L’Iconoclasme byzantin, Paris 1957. 
25 MORONI M., Teoria numismatica dell’itinerario sindonico, in: COERO BORGA P. - INTRIGILLO G. (Edd.), La Sindone – Nuovi  studi e ricerche, Atti 

del III Congresso Nazionale di Studi sulla Sindone, Trani , October 13-14, 1984, Cinisello Balsamo (Milano) 1986, pp. 103-124, on p.  114. 
26 WHANGER A.D. - WHANGER M., Polarized image overlay technique: a new image comparison method and its applications, in Applied Optics, 24, 

6, 1985, pp. 766-772. 
27 WHANGER A.D., Icone e Sindone. Confronto mediante tecnica di polarizzazione di immagine sovrapposta, in COPPINI L. - CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), Le 

icone di Cristo e la Sindone, op. cit., pp. 145-151. 

28 HARALICK  R.M., Analysis of Digital images of The Shroud of Turin, Spatial Data Analysis Laboratory, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, VA, December 1, 1983, pp. 1-97; BALOSSINO N. - TAMBURELLI  G., Icone e Sindone. Analisi comparativa con metodologie 
informatiche, in COPPINI L.- CAVAZZUTI  F. (Edd.), Le icone di Cristo e la Sindone, op. cit., pp. 152-157. 

29 EGGER G., L’icona del Pantocrator e la Sindone, in COERO-BORGA P. (Ed.), La Sindone e la Scienza, Atti del II Congresso Internazionale di 
Sindonologia, Torino, October 7-8, 1978, Turin 1979, pp. 91-94, on p. 93. 

30 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, op. cit., pp. 19-25.  
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thus be possible to understand why there are so numerous and widespread references to the existence 
of an image of Christ on a cloth, like the birth of the tradition of the Roman Veronica31.  

In this regard, the testimonies concerning the so-called Edessa32  Image are particularly 
interesting. Edessa was a city of ancient Armenia ὅubὅequently called Uὄfa and now Şanliuὄfa, in 
southeastern Turkey.  

The Edessa Image was an ancient relic, very venerated, that belonged from immemorial time 
to the Orthodox/Melkite Church.  

The Nestorians made a copy of it in the 6th century, and the Monophysites/Jacobites made 
another copy in the 8th century 33. In reality, all three Christian denominations believed that they had 
the only authentic icon and were sure the other two communities were in possessions of copies34. 
According to Arabian Jacobite historian, Yahya ibn Jarir (11th century), the Edessa Image was 
preserved folded and put between two tiles under the altar of the great church of Edessa officiated by 
the Melkite35.  

Historian Ian Wilson36 claimed and motivated the identification of the Edessa Image with the 
Shroud, which was folded in order to show only the face. 

In the important museum complex of the very city of Şanliuὄfa theὄe iὅ a moὅaic of ἑhὄiὅt'ὅ face 
(6th century), which bears a very strong resemblance to the small detail depicting the Face of Christ 
on the icon of the saints Sergius and Bacchus (6th century) coming from the Monastery of St. 
Catherine at Mount Sinai, which is preserved at the Museum of Western and Eastern Art of Kiev in 
Ukraine. Both of these depictions show traits inspired by the Shroud37.   

The exiὅtence of a link between ἑhὄiὅt and Edeὅὅa iὅ witneὅὅed by Euὅebiuὅ of ἑaeὅaὄea38 (γth-
ζth centuὄy), who can be conὅideὄed, in ὅpite of himὅelf, the initiatoὄ of a tὄadition. In hiὅ woὄk 
Ecclesiastical History he naὄὄateὅ of an epiὅtle exchange between ἑhὄiὅt and Abgaὄ, King of Edeὅὅa, 
who, being ὅick, aὅked foὄ the thaumatuὄgical inteὄvention of ἑhὄiὅt. Jeὅuὅ did not go, but inὅtead, 
the apoὅtle Thaddeuὅ39 went to Edeὅὅa with a ὄeὅponὅe wὄitten by Jeὅuὅ. The king waὅ the witneὅὅ of 
a gὄeat viὅion that appeaὄed on Thaddeuὅ' face and pὄoὅtὄated himὅelf in fὄont of him. The apoὅtle 
laid hiὅ handὅ on Abgaὄ and healed him. The king believed in Jeὅuὅ and oὄdeὄed all the citiὐenὅ to 
gatheὄ to liὅten to Thaddeuὅ' pὄeaching. Riccaὄdo Pane40, theologian and ὅcholaὄ of the Aὄmenian 
ἑhuὄch, ὅtateὅ that the apocὄyphal and hagiogὄaphic tὄadition of the fiὄὅt evangeliὐation of Aὄmenia 
iὅ linked to the apoὅtolic age, and in paὄticulaὄ to the pὄeaching of the apoὅtleὅ Jude Thaddeuὅ and 
ἐaὄtholomew.  

Subsequently the tradition is enriched and in the Doctrine of Addaï (the Syὄian equivalent of 
Thaddeuὅ)41, we read the addition of the detail of the sending a portrait of Christ. Thiὅ text dateὅ back 
to the ζth-ηth centuὄy42, oὄ poὅὅibly to the middle of the θth centuὄy43. It iὅ a Syὄian compoὅition that 
includeὅ many legendὅ. Accoὄding to thiὅ veὄὅion, Abgaὄ ὅent hiὅ aὄchiviὅt and painteὄ Hannan with 
the letteὄ. Jeὅuὅ commiὅὅioned Hannan to bὄing an oὄal ὄeὅponὅe back to the king, but the aὄchiviὅt 
decided to do even moὄeμ 

 

                                                            
31 WOLF G., “Or fu sì fatta la sembianza vostra?” Sguardi alla “vera icona” e alle sue copie artistiche, in MORELLO  G. – WOLF G., Il volto di Cristo, 

Rome, 2000, pp. 103-114. 
32 A thiὄd of the population of Şanliuὄfa waὅ ἑhὄiὅtian at the end of the nineteenth centuὄy, while today Christians are totally absent. 
33 ZANINOTTO G., La Sindone/Mandylion nel silenzio di Costantinopoli (944-1242), in: E. MARINELLI  and A. RUSSI (Edd.), Sindone 2000, Atti del 

Congresso Mondiale, Orvieto, August 27-29, 2000, San Severo, Foggia 2002, Vol. II pp. 463-482 and Vol. III pp.131-133, on pp. 463-464. 
34 VON DOBSCHÜTZ E., Immagini di Cristo, Milan 2006, p. 114. 
35 ZANINOTTO G., La Sindone/Mandylion nel silenzio di Costantinopoli (944-1242), op. cit., p. 467. 
36 WILSON I., The Shroud of Turin. The burial cloth of Jesus Christ?, Garden City, New York 1978. 
37 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, London (UK) 2010, pp. 188-189.  
38 EUSEBIO DI CESAREA, Storia Ecclesiastica, book I, 13. 
39 DI GENUA A. - MARINELLI E. - POLVERARI I. - REPICE D., Giuda, Taddeo, Addai: possibili collegamenti con le vicende del Mandylion edesseno-

costantinopolitano ed eventuali prospettive di ricerca, in Leussein, Rivista di studi umanistici, vol. VIII n.1\2, 2015, pp. 155-168; see ATSI 2014, 
Workshop on advances in the Turin Shroud investigation, Bari, September 4-5, 2014, pp. 12-17, http://www.sindone.info/BARI2.PDF 

40 PANE R., Il cristianesimo armeno. Dalla prima evangelizzazione alla fine del IV secolo, in Costantino I, Enciclopedia costantiniana sulla figura e 
l’immagine dell’imperatore del cosiddetto Editto di Milano, 313-2013, vol. I, Rome, 2013, pp. 833-847. 

41 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., p. 412. 
42 RAMELLI  I., Possible historical traces in the Doctrina Addai, in Hugoye: Journal of Syriac Studies, vol. 9, n. 1, 2006, pp. 1-66. 
43 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, Paris 1985, p. 107. 
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When Hannan, the aὄchiviὅt, ὅaw that Jeὅuὅ ὅpoke to him like that, aὅ he waὅ alὅo a painteὄ of the king, 
took ὅome ὅelected coloὄὅ, painted the image of Jeὅuὅ and bὄought it with him to Abgaὄ, the king, hiὅ loὄd. And 
when Abgaὄ, the king, ὅaw the image, he ὄeceived it with gὄeat joy and put it with gὄeat honoὄ in one of hiὅ 
palaceὅ44.  

 
Jeὅuὅ alὅo pὄomiὅed the ὅafety of Edeὅὅa. The painting and the pὄotection of the city aὄe miὅὅing 

in Euὅebiuὅ' naὄὄation, while the pὄomiὅe to ὅend the diὅciple and the viὅion on hiὅ face aὄe pὄeὅent 
in both textὅ, that date back theὅe eventὅ to the yeaὄ γ0 A.D., when Jeὅuὅ waὅ cὄucified45.  

Hiὅtoὄian Ian Wilὅon deὅcὄibeὅ ὅome ὄeaὅonable hintὅ to hypotheὅiὐe ὅignificantly that the factὅ 
naὄὄated in the Doctrine of Addaï haὅ an hiὅtoὄical foundation. Theὅe may actually ὄefeὄ to Abgaὄ V, 
who ὄeigned at Jeὅuὅ' time. When he died, in η0 A.D., hiὅ ὅon εa'nu V ὅucceeded him. Afteὄ hiὅ 
death, in ηι A.D., the ὄeign paὅὅed in the handὅ of Abgaὄ V'ὅ otheὄ ὅon, εa'nu VI, who ὄetuὄned to a 
pagan cult and peὄὅecuted ἑhὄiὅtianὅ. It iὅ theὄefoὄe ὄeaὅonable to think that the Image muὅt have 
been hidden, aὅ it iὅ plauὅible that itὅ memoὄy faded, until itὅ ὄediὅcoveὄy, in a foὄtuitouὅ way, duὄing 
the θth centuὄy. The Image would theὄefoὄe be hidden and, aὅ a conὅequence, no longeὄ viὅible. The 
hypotheὅiὅ of concealment would explain the ὅilence46   of ὅome witneὅὅeὅ of the time ὅuch aὅ 
Euὅebiuὅ of ἑaeὅaὄea47  and Egeὄia48.  

In ηβη the Daiὅan, the ὅtὄeam that ὄan thὄough Edeὅὅa, cauὅed a cataὅtὄophic flood. Juὅtinian, 
who will become the futuὄe empeὄoὄ, embaὄked on a monumental ὄeconὅtὄuction pὄoject, which 
included the pὄincipal chuὄch, St. Sophia. It iὅ veὄy likely that iὅ when the long-foὄgotten ἑhὄiὅt'ὅ 
taumatuὄgical poὄtὄait waὅ found. A little chapel, ὅituated on the ὄight of the apὅe, waὅ the ὅite foὄ itν 
in the chapel, it waὅ pὄeὅeὄved in a ὄeliquaὄy and waὅ not expoὅed to the ὅight of the faithful49.   

The finding of the ὅacὄed cloth could have alὅo happened duὄing the Peὄὅian ὅiege in ηζζ by 
king ἑoὅὄoe I Anoὅhiὄvan, who iὅ mentioned by Pὄocopiuὅ of ἑaeὅaὄea in hiὅ woὄk The Persian war, 
without mentioning the Image50ν the pὄeciouὅ Image would have been ὄediὅcoveὄed inὅide a niche in 
the wall that oveὄlooked the city dooὄ, wheὄe it had been hidden to pὄeὅeὄve it fὄom deὅtὄuction51. 
The Image’ὅ poweὄὅ weὄe attὄibuted to having contὄibuted to ὄepel the city’ὅ aὅὅaulteὄὅ. Teὅtimonieὅ 
of theὅe eventὅ can be found in the Ecclesiastic History of Evagὄiuὅ Scholaὅticuὅ (ηλζ)52, who talkὅ 
about the libeὄation of the city fὄom the ηζζ ὅiege thankὅ to the ὅacὄed poὄtὄayal called theoteuctos, 
“woὄk of God”53.  

The Universal History of Agapioὅ of εenbidj (10th centuὄy) and the Chronicle of εichael the 
Syὄian (1βth centuὄy) agὄee both in Jeὅuὅ' letteὄ without the final pὄomiὅe of pὄotection, and in the 
ὅtoὄy of the poὄtὄait painted by Hannan. Theὅe woὄkὅ contain ὅuὄely aὄchaic elementὅ, becauὅe they 
dὄaw on documentὅ that aὄe ὅimilaὄ, but not identical, to thoὅe by Euὅebiuὅ and pὄioὄ to them54. 

A text that could date back to the κth centuὄy55, attὄibuted to εoὅeὅ of ἑhoὄene, an Aὄmenian 
hiὅtoὄian of the ηth centuὄy56, nameὅ “the image of the Savioὄ, which ὅtill today can be ὅeen in the city 
of Edeὅὅa”57. Egeὄia, a pilgὄim who went to Edeὅὅa between γκζ and γλζ58, ὄepoὄtὅ that the biὅhop of 
the city, making heὄ viὅit the moὅt impoὄtant placeὅ, leadὅ heὄ to the Dooὄ of the Rampaὄtὅ fὄom which 

                                                            
44 Ibid., pp. 107-108. 
45 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., p. 163. 
46 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., pp. 159-174. 
47 FARINA R., L’impero e l’imperatore cristiano in Eusebio di Cesarea, Zurich, 1966, pp. 9-23; CAROTENUTO E., Tradizione e innovazione nella Historia 

Ecclesiastica di Eusebio di Cesarea, Naples, 2001. 
48 EGERIA, Pellegrinaggio in Terra Santa, edited by NATALUCCI  E., Florence, 1991, pp. 7-63. 
49 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 100-101. 
50 Ibid., p. 96. 
51 Ibid., pp. 100-101; VON DOBSCHÜTZ E., Immagini di Cristo, op. cit., p. 130. 
52 ALLEN P., Evagrius Scholasticus the Church historian, Leuven, 1981. 
53 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 95-96. 
54 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 109-119. 
55 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, Leiden-Boston 2009, pp. 160-161. 
56 RAMELLI  I., Dal Mandilion di Edessa alla Sindone: alcune note sulle testimonianze antiche, in Ilu. Revista de Ciencias de las Religiones, n. 4, 1999, 

pp. 173-193, on p. 173. 
57 Ibid., pp. 173-174. 
58 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., p. 171. 
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had enteὄed Hannan, Abgaὄ'ὅ meὅὅengeὄ, bὄinging Jeὅuὅ' letteὄν but the account of what ὅhe ὅaw doeὅ 
not mention an image of the Savioὄ pὄeὅent in the place59.   

In the Syὄian Acts of Mar Mari, wὄitten in the θth centuὄy but founded on pὄeviouὅ mateὄial, the 
painteὄὅ ὅent to Jeὄuὅalem by Abgaὄ weὄe in difficultyμ 

 
They weὄe not able to make a poὄtὄait of the veneὄable humanity of τuὄ δoὄd. The δoὄd then […] took 

a cloth [seddona, in Gὄeek sindón], pὄeὅὅed it againὅt Hiὅ face […] and it ὄeὅulted aὅ He, Himὅelf waὅ. And 
thiὅ cloth waὅ bὄought and, aὅ a ὅouὄce of help, waὅ put in the chuὄch of Edeὅὅa, until the pὄeὅent day60.  

 
All the tradition concerning the existence of Christ's portrait not made by human hands 

(acheiropoietos) may have originated already at the time of King Abgar VIII in the 2nd century61.  
In 787, during the Second Council of Nicea, convened to deal with legitimacy of the veneration 

of the images in reference to the Christological dogma, during the fifth session62 they explicitly talked 
about the sacred Edessa Image, not made by human hands and sent to Abgar. It was mentioned as the 
principal subject in defense of the legitimacy of the use of the sacred representations against the 
contrary thesis of the iconoclasts. Gregory, of the Hyacinth Monastery, brought a copy of the 
Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius Scholasticus to the Council. Stefano, a monk and librarian, took it 
and read the fourth speech. When Evagrius tells of Edeὅὅa'ὅ libeὄation, he wὄiteὅμ “As they came to a 
point of total helplessness, they brought the image made by God that man's hands did not fabricate: 
Christ God sent him to Abgar, for he wanted to see him”. Thanks to the miraculous power of the 
Image, the besieged managed to spark a fire that rejected the Persians. Immediately after that, Leo, a 
reader of the Church of Constantinople, bὄingὅ a peὄὅonal teὅtimonyμ “I too, unworthy servant of you, 
when I went down to Syria with the imperial apocrisiarii, came to Edessa and saw the sacred and 
acheropite icon venerated and honored by the faithful”63. At this point there is no doubt that in Edessa 
during the 6th century they were convinced they had in their possession an Image of Christ, a divine 
work, and not human64. This Image in some sources (6th – 10th century) is called Sindon.   

A Syὄian hymn celebὄateὅ the inauguὄation of the new cathedὄal of Edeὅὅa, eight yeaὄὅ afteὄ the 
ηβη flood that had deὅtὄoyed the pὄeviouὅ building65. The hymn mentioned aὅ fact that the Image waὅ 
not made by human handὅ and the ὅplendoὄ of the maὄble of the cathedὄal aὅ compaὄiὅonμ “Itὅ maὄble 
iὅ ὅimilaὄ to the image that-not-by-hands and itὅ wallὅ aὄe haὄmoniouὅly coveὄed with it. And foὄ itὅ 
ὅplendoὄ, all clean and all white, it holdὅ light within itὅelf”66.  

An inteὄeὅting ὅouὄce iὅ the Narratio de Imagine Edessena67, attὄibuted to ἑonὅtantine VII 
Poὄphyὄogenituὅ, empeὄoὄ of ἑonὅtantinople fὄom λ1β to ληλ. Thiὅ compoὅition could have been 
ὄealiὐed by an eccleὅiaὅtic fὄom the ciὄcle of the empeὄoὄ by hiὅ oὄdeὄ68 , by the pὄotoὅecὄetaὄy 
Theodoὄe Daphnopateὅ69 oὄ by Simeon εetaphὄaὅteὅ70, 10th centuὄy ἐyὐantine hagiogὄapheὄ, who 
ceὄtainly uὅed thiὅ text foὄ hiὅ Menologium, a collection of documentὅ about the liveὅ of the ὅaintὅ 
and the eventὅ celebὄated each day. The Narratio de Imagine Edessena pὄovideὅ an inteὄeὅting 
deὅcὄiption of the Imageμ 

 
Aὅ to the cauὅe foὄ which, thankὅ to a liquid ὅecὄetion without coloὄing matteὄ noὄ pictoὄial aὄt, the 

                                                            
59 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 108. 
60 RAMELLI  I., Il Mandylion di Edessa, cioè la Sindone, in Il Timone, n. 85, July-August 2009, pp. 28-29, on p. 28. 
61 SCAVONE D., Edessan sources for the legend of the Holy Grail, in DI LAZZARO P. (Ed.), Proceedings of the IWSAI 2010, International Workshop 

on the Scientific approach to the Acheiropoietos Images, May 4-6, 2010, Frascati (Rome) 2010, pp. 111-116, on p. 112, 
http://www.acheiropoietos.info/proceedings/ScavoneGrailWeb.pdf  

62 DI DOMENICO P.G. (Ed.), op. cit., pp. 249-275.    
63 Ibid., p. 269. 
64 DUBARLE, Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 105. 
65 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 169. 
66 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 99-100. 
67 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., pp. 7-69. 
68 E. VON DOBSCHÜTZ, Immagini di Cristo, op. cit., p. 126. 
69 G. ZANINOTTO, La Sindone/Mandylion nel silenzio di Costantinopoli (944-1242), op. cit., p. 467. 
70 M. GUSCIN, La Síndone y la Imagen de Edesa. Investigaciones en los monasterios del Monte Athos (Grecia), in Linteum, 34 (2003), pp. 5-16, on p. 

13. 

http://www.acheiropoietos.info/proceedings/ScavoneGrailWeb.pdf
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appeaὄance of the face haὅ foὄmed on the linen cloth and how what came fὄom ὅuch a coὄὄuptible mateὄial haὅ 
not ὅuffeὄed thὄough time any coὄὄuption and all the otheὄ aὄgumentὅ that who applieὅ to ὄealitieὅ aὅ a phyὅiciὅt 
loveὅ to ὄeὅeaὄch accuὄately, muὅt be left to the inacceὅὅible wiὅdom of God71. 

 
In a σew Teὅtament Apocὄypha compoὅed about the 10th centuὄy, the Acts of Andrew, the Image 

of Edeὅὅa iὅ deὅcὄibed “not made by human handὅ, foὄmed immateὄially in matteὄ”72. In the ὅame 
peὄiod, the Letter of Abgar  naὄὄateὅμ “The δoὄd took ὅome wateὄ in Hiὅ handὅ, waὅhed Hiὅ face and 
putting the cloth on Hiὅ face, He painted Himὅelf on it. Jeὅuὅ' appeaὄance fixed on it to the amaὐement 
of all the people who weὄe ὅitting with Him”73.  

The account of the Narratio de Imagine Edessena ὄepoὄtὅ the moὅt wideὅpὄead tὄadition on the 
oὄigin of the Image, the letteὄ exchange between Abgaὄ and Jeὅuὅ, the attempt of the painteὄ to dὄaw 
on a cloth the featuὄeὅ of the εaὅteὄ while He waὅ pὄeaching, the miὄaculouὅ impὄeὅὅion of an Image 
onto the cloth with which ἑhὄiὅt wipeὅ Hiὅ face afteὄ having waὅhed it. 

The text of ἑonὅtantine VII'ὅ woὄk (XI, 1ι) continueὅμ 
 
Regaὄding the pὄincipal point of the aὄgument eveὄyone agὄeeὅ that the foὄm haὅ been impὄeὅὅed in a 

maὄvelouὅ way in the cloth by the face of the δoὄd. ἐut ὄegaὄding a detail of the thing, that iὅ the moment, 
they diffeὄ, and thiὅ doeὅ not haὄm the tὄuth in any way, whetheὄ that happened ὅoon oὄ lateὄ. Hence the otheὄ 
tὄadition. When ἑhὄiὅt waὅ getting cloὅeὄ to Hiὅ voluntaὄy Paὅὅion, when He ὅhowed the human weakneὅὅ and 
people weὄe able to ὅee Him pὄaying in agony, when Hiὅ ὅweat dὄipped like dὄopὅ of blood, accoὄding to the 
Goὅpel'ὅ woὄd, then, it iὅ ὅaid, He had fὄom one of Hiὅ diὅcipleὅ thiὅ piece of cloth that now we aὄe ὅeeing and 
with it He wiped the effuὅion of Hiὅ ὅweat. And immediately He impὄeὅὅed in it thiὅ viὅible impὄint of Hiὅ 
divine tὄaitὅ74.  

 
ἐoth tὄaditionὅ affiὄm that the Image iὅ not made by mateὄial coloὄὅ, but the ὅecond tὄadition 

addὅ the detail of the blood, matching what can be obὅeὄved on the Shὄoud75. In the Narratio de 
Imagine Edessena we can alὅo ὄead what waὅ the viὅion of King Abgaὄ, placing it in ὄelation to Jeὅuὅ' 
Imageμ Thaddeuὅ, “placed the likeneὅὅ on hiὅ own foὄehead and went in thuὅ to Abgaὄ. The king ὅaw 
him coming fὄom afaὄ and ὅeemed to ὅee a light ὅhining out of hiὅ face, too bὄight to look at, ὅent 
foὄth by the likeneὅὅ that waὅ coveὄing him”76. Abgaὄ then gave the oὄdeὄ to deὅtὄoy the ὅtatue of a 
pagan deity that waὅ above the city dooὄ and in itὅ place, he put the Image in a ὅemiciὄculaὄ ὄeceὅὅ, 
fixed to a wooden plank and decoὄated with gold. Abgaὄ'ὅ ὅon ὄeὅpected hiὅ fatheὄ'ὅ will. Howeveὄ, 
Abgaὄ’ὅ gὄandὅon wanted to go back to paganiὅm and like hiὅ gὄandfatheὄ deὅtὄoyed the pagan idol 
above the city dooὄ, the gὄandὅon wanted to tὄeat ἑhὄiὅt'ὅ Image in the ὅame way. ἐut the biὅhop of 
the city hid it, coveὄing it with a tile, placing a lamp in fὄont of it and bὄicking up the cavity in which 
he had put it.  

The Poὄphyὄogenituὅ naὄὄation continueὅ by deὅcὄibing the finding of the miὄaculouὅ Image. 
Duὄing the ἑoὅὄoe ὅiege, one night biὅhop Eulaliuὅ had a viὅion in which the place wheὄe the Image 
waὅ hidden, waὅ ὄevealed to himμ it waὅ a ὅpace above one of the gateὅ of the city. The biὅhop went 
to the location and found it alὅo ὄepὄoduced on the tile, with the lamp ὅtill lit77. The ἐyὐantine will 
call the Image Mandylion78 (fὄom Aὄabian mindîl79) e and the tile Keramion80. The woὄd mandylion 
(in δatin mantilium, in Aὄamaic mantila) noὄmally, although not ὅyὅtematically, ὄefeὄὅ to a ὄelatively 
big cloth, like the cloak of a monk oὄ a ὅoὄt of tablecloth81.  

In St. ἑatheὄine'ὅ εonaὅteὄy on εount Sinai theὄe iὅ a 10th centuὄy icon coming fὄom 
                                                            
71 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 69. 
72 Ibid., p. λ1. 
73 Ibid., p. λ1. 
74 Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
75 Ibid., p. 70. 
76 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 27. 
77 Ibid., pp. 31-37. 
78 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., pp. 233-234. 
79 BOUBAKEUR H., Versione islamica del Santo Sudario, in Collegamento pro Sindone, May-June 1992, pp. 35-41, on p. 36. 
80 WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., p. 181. 
81 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 205. 
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ἑonὅtantinople, which waὅ pὄeὅumably made on commiὅὅion by the empeὄoὄ. τὄiginally, the two 
paὄtὅ of thiὅ icon weὄe ὅuppoὅed to be two dooὄὅ of a ὄecloὅable tὄiptych. The centὄal paὄt could 
include a ὄepὄoduction of the Mandylion of the ὅame dimenὅionὅ of the one that waὅ pὄeὅeὄved foὄ 
centuὄieὅ in the ἐaὅilica of San Silveὅtὄo in ἑapite in Rome, cuὄὄently in the Sacὄiὅty of the Siὅtine 
ἑhapel. We have newὅ of it ὅince 1η1ι. τf the ὅame dimenὅionὅ iὅ the image that iὅ pὄeὅeὄved in St. 
ἐaὄtholomew of the Aὄmenianὅ in Genoa (1γth-1ζth centuὄy)82. ἐoth the imageὅ claim to be the tὄue 
Edeὅὅene Imageμ they aὄe paintingὅ on canvaὅ fixed to a wooden panel that haὅ the ὅame foὄmat, 
compatible with the miὅὅing centὄal paὄt of the tὄiptych83. 

The hypotheὅiὅ iὅ moὄe than plauὅible. Indeed the Sinai icon iὅ aὅὅembled on a fὄamewoὄk which 
keepὅ togetheὄ the two wingὅμ thiὅ iὅ cleaὄ fὄom the fact that theὄe iὅ a clean cut in the middle, which 
iὅ not due to a time accident. In the uppeὄ paὄt, on the left, a ὅaint iὅ depicted, identifiable aὅ Thaddeuὅ. 
It iὅ likely that thiὅ ὅaint iὅ not only one of the ιβ diὅcipleὅ, but one of the twelve, the apoὅtle Judaὅ 
Thaddeuὅ. In the uppeὄ ὄight ὅide, King Abgaὄ iὅ ὄepὄeὅented with the facial featuὄeὅ of Empeὄoὄ 
ἑonὅtantine VII84. The ὅaint depicted on the left haὅ a face ὅimilaὄ to that of the peὄὅonage who, on 
the ὄight, handὅ oveὄ the Mandylion to King Abgaὄ. The juxtapoὅition iὅ inteὄeὅtingμ Judaὅ Thaddeuὅ, 
in fact, iὅ on the ὅame level aὅ Abgaὄ and ὅitὅ on a ὅimilaὄ chaiὄ, to highlight the equal dignity and a 
ceὄtain continuity of the pictoὄial textν aὅ if to ὅay that theὄe iὅ a ὅoὄt of connection between the ὅaint 
and the handoveὄ of the Mandylion to Abgaὄ, due to the knowledge of textὅ and oὄal tὄaditionὅ which 
ὄelated the two peὄὅonageὅ. The pictoὄial analyὅiὅ of the icon tendὅ to juὅtify theὅe hypotheὅeὅ85. 

Common elements exist also between the tradition of the Mandylion and that of the Veronica: 
the representation of Christ's face is on a cloth; the image is made through the direct contact with 
Christ's face; the imprint is produced from water, sweat or blood sweat. Significantly some different 
versions of both traditions speak of an image on a linen that includes Jesus' whole body86. All these 
narrations try to explain the mysterious character of an appearance on a piece of cloth, evidently not 
painted, that appears as a direct imprint of a face. In their successive versions, they want to give more 
importance to the extraordinary character of the image whose story they tell. These reformulations 
get much closer to the reality of the Shroud and some sources start to talk about Jesus' whole body87. 

The question of a possible identification of the Shroud with the Mandylion has been in the 
center of a lively debate in the past years. Among the scholars who do not accept this identification 
there have been patrologist Pier Angelo Gramaglia88, historian Antonio Lombatti89 and historian 
Victor Saxer90. On the contrary, favorable to the identification there have been historian Karlheinz 
Dietz91, historian Daniel Scavone92 and historian Gino Zaninotto93. The discussion is still open today 
between those who, like historian Andrea Nicolotti94, think that the Edessa Image is a small cloth, the 
                                                            
82 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, op. cit., p. 26; BELTING H., Il culto 

delle immagini, Rome, 2004, pp. 255-277; WOLF G. – DUFOUR BOZZO C. – CALDERONI BASETTI A.R., Mandylion. Intorno al Sacro Volto da Bisanzio 
a Genova, Genoa, 2004; MORELLO G. – WOLF G., Il volto di Cristo, Rome, 2000; CALDERONI BASETTI  A.R. – DUFOUR BOZZO C. – WOLF G., Intorno 
al Sacro Volto, Venice, 2007. 

83 BELTING H., Il culto delle immagini, op. cit., pp. 258-259. 
84 Ibid., pp. 259-261. 
85 DI GENUA A. - MARINELLI E. - POLVERARI I. - REPICE D., Giuda, Taddeo, Addai: possibili collegamenti con le vicende del Mandylion edesseno-

costantinopolitano ed eventuali prospettive di ricerca, op. cit., pp. 12-17. 
86 PFEIFFER H., La Sindone di Torino e il Volto di Cristo nell’arte paleocristiana, bizantina e medievale occidentale, op. cit., p. 87. 
87 Ibid., pp. 38-39. 
88 GRAMAGLIA  P.A., La Sindone di Torino: alcuni problemi storici, in Rivista di Storia e Letteratura Religiosa, anno XXIV, n. 3, 1988, pp. 524-568; 

GRAMAGLIA  P.A, Ancora la Sindone di Torino, in Rivista di Storia e Letteratura Religiosa, anno XXVII, n. 1, 1991, pp. 85-114; GRAMAGLIA  P.A., 
Giovanni Skylitzes, il Panno di Edessa e le «sindoni», in Approfondimento Sindone, anno I, vol. 2, 1997, pp. 1-16; GRAMAGLIA  P.A., I cimeli cristiani 
di Edessa, in Approfondimento Sindone, anno III, vol. 1, 1999, pp. 1-51. 

89 LOMBATTI  A., Impossibile identificare la Sindone con il mandylion: ulteriori conferme da tre codici latini. Con un’edizione critica del Codex 
Vossianus latinus Q69, ff. 6v-6r, in Approfondimento Sindone, anno II, vol. 2, 1998, pp. 1-30; LOMBATTI  A., Novantacinque fonti storiche e letterarie 
che non possono essere scartate. Una risposta a D. Scavone, in Approfondimento Sindone, anno III, vol. 2, 1999, pp. 67-96. 

90 SAXER V., La Sindone di Torino e la storia, in Rivista di Storia della Chiesa in Italia, anno XLIII, n. 1, 1989, pp. 50-79; SAXER V., Le Suaire de 
Turin aux prises avec l’histoire, in Revue d’Histoire de l’Église de France, vol. 76, 1990, pp. 1-55. 

91 DIETZ K., Some hypotheses concerning the early history of the Turin Shroud, in Sindon N.S., Quaderno n. 16, December 2001, pp. 5-54. 
92 SCAVONE D., Comments on the article of A. Lombatti, «Impossibile identificare la Sindone…», in A.S., II. 2 (1998), in Approfondimento Sindone, 

anno III, vol. 1, 1999, pp. 53-66; SCAVONE D., Constantinople documents as evidence of the Shroud in Edessa, in Shroud of Turin, the controversial 
intersection of faith and science, International Conference, op. cit. 

93 ZANINOTTO G., La Sindone di Torino e l’immagine di Edessa. Nuovi contributi, in Sindon N.S., Quaderno n. 9-10, December 1996, pp. 117-130; 
ZANINOTTO G., Ragionamenti di Lombatti alla I Crociata contro la Sindone, in Collegamento pro Sindone, September-October 2000, pp. 22-34. 

94  NICOLOTTI A., Dal Mandylion di Edessa alla Sindone di Torino. Metamorfosi di una leggenda, Aleὅὅandὄia β011, p. ι. Thiὅ woὄk haὅ had a cὄitical 
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size of a towel and who, like Mark Guscin, a specialist of Byzantine manuscripts, thinks that different 
conclusions can be drawn from the sources. Guscin writes: 

 
 It ὅhould be ὅtὄeὅὅed that theὄe aὄe no aὄtiὅtic ὄepὄeὅentationὅ of the Image of Edeὅὅa aὅ a full-body 

image oὄ with bloodὅtainὅ, and the majoὄity of textὅ make no ὄefeὄence to eitheὄ chaὄacteὄiὅticν but at the ὅame 
time it iὅ undeniable that at ὅome point in the hiὅtoὄy of the Image of Edeὅὅa, ὅome wὄiteὄὅ weὄe convinced, 
foὄ whateveὄ ὄeaὅon, that it waὅ indeed a full-body image on a laὄge cloth that had been folded oveὄ (poὅὅibly 
in ὅuch a way that only the face waὅ viὅible) and that it did contain blood ὅtainὅ95.  

 
In the γth – ζth centuὄy the Acts of Thaddeus96 have been dὄaftedν thiὅ text, accoὄding to ὅome 

ὅcholaὄὅ, could date back to the θth centuὄy97 oὄ to the ιth-κth centuὄy98. It ὅayὅ that δebbaioὅ, a native 
of Edeὅὅa, waὅ baptiὐed by John the ἐaptiὅt, taking the name of Thaddeuὅ, and becoming one of the 
twelve diὅcipleὅ of Jeὅuὅ. In the ὅtoὄy Hannan, Abgaὄ'ὅ meὅὅengeὄ, in addition to convey the king’ὅ 
invitation, waὅ alὅo aὅked to “obὅeὄve ἑhὄiὅt attentively, hiὅ appeaὄance, hiὅ height, hiὅ haiὄ, 
pὄactically, eveὄything”. Hannan left.  

 
Afteὄ having given Him the letteὄ, Hannan attentively looked at ἑhὄiὅt and waὅ not able to catch Him. 

ἐut Jeὅuὅ, who knowὅ the heaὄt, knew. With thiὅ, He aὅked (foὄ the neceὅὅaὄy thingὅ) to waὅh Himὅelf. He 
waὅ given a cloth tetrádiplon (doubled fouὄ timeὅ). Afteὄ having waὅhed, He wiped Hiὅ face. Since Hiὅ image 
made an impὄeὅὅion on the cloth (sindón), He gave it to Hannan and aὅked to ὄelay an oὄal meὅὅage to hiὅ 
maὅteὄ. Abgaὄ, ὄeceiving hiὅ own meὅὅengeὄ, pὄoὅtὄated himὅelf and woὄὅhiped the Imageν he waὅ then healed 
fὄom hiὅ diὅeaὅe99.  

 
An inteὄeὅting veὄὅion of the naὄὄation iὅ in the manuὅcὄipt Vindobonensis historicus graecus 

45, that dateὅ back to the λth-10th centuὄy. It ὅtateὅ that Abgaὄ'ὅ meὅὅengeὄ had to bὄing back a poὄtὄait 
of “hiὅ whole body”100. The king'ὅ ὄequeὅt iὅ theὄefoὄe ὅomewhat diffeὄent and involveὅ obtaining 
the deὅcὄiption of Jeὅuὅ' whole body. 

Important indications on the Edessa Image can be found in the Synaxárion, a liturgical book 
with the lives of the saints of the Orthodox Church, and in the Menaion, that contains in addition, 
hymns and poems. The basis of the texts on both versions had their origin with Simeon Metaphrastes 
(10th century)101. In some manuscripts of the Menaion that exist in the monasteries of Mount Athos, 
dated from the 12th to the 18th century102, it reads: “Looking upon the whole human form of your 
image…”103. In various manuscripts of the Synaxárion that dates back to the 13th through the 18th 
century104, still in the monasteries of Mount Athos, Abgar asks Hannan to “make a drawing of Jesus, 
showing in all detail his age, his hair, his face and his whole body appearance, as Hannan knew the 
art of painting very well” 105. It also states that Jesus in life wiped his face in a shroud, while in death 
was placed in the final linen shroud. 

The Edeὅὅa Image waὅ woὄὅhiped with gὄeat ὄeὅpect. It waὅ ὅhown aὅ an authoὄitative pὄoof to 
legitimiὐe the exiὅtence of the ὅacὄed imageὅ duὄing the peὄiod of iconoclaὅm. In a letteὄ of ι1η-ιγ1, 
attὄibuted to Pope Gὄegoὄy II, it iὅ mentioned the Image of ἑhὄiὅt “not made by human handὅ”106. In 
the ὅame peὄiod, Geὄmanuὅ I, Patὄiaὄch of ἑonὅtantinople, ὄepoὄted by chὄonicleὄ Geoὄge the εonk, 
                                                            

ὄeviewμ εARIσEδδI E., A small cloth to be destroyed, in Shroud Newsletter, n. ιη, June β01β, pp. βκ-ηζ, www.ὅindone.info/Sσ-ιηEσG.PDF. 
95 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 215. 
96 L. MORALDI, Apocrifi del Nuovo Testamento, vol. II, Casale Monferrato (AL) 1994, p. 719. 
97 A.M. DUBARLE, Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 105; VON DOBSCHÜTZ E., Immagini di Cristo, op. cit., p. 102. 
98 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 145. 
99 DIETZ K., Some hypotheses concerning the early history of the Turin Shroud, in Sindon N.S., Quaderno n. 16, December 2001, pp. 5-54, on pp. 10-

25; WILSON I., The Shroud. Fresh light on the 2000-year-old Mystery…, op. cit., pp. 190-192; DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de 
Turin, op. cit., p. 105. 

100 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 146. 
101 GUSCIN M., La Síndone y la Imagen de Edesa. Investigaciones en los monasterios del Monte Athos (Grecia), op. cit., p. 13. 
102 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 124. 
103 Ibid., p. 129. 
104 Ibid., p. 88. 
105 Ibid., p. 91. 
106 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 80-81.  

http://www.sindone.info/SN-75ENG.PDF
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λth centuὄy,  affiὄmedμ  
 
Theὄe iὅ in the city of Edeὅὅa the image of ἑhὄiὅt not made by human handὅ, that opeὄateὅ ὅtupefying 

wondeὄὅ. The δoὄd Himὅelf, afteὄ having  impὄinted in a soudárion the appeaὄance of Hiὅ ὅame foὄm, ὅent (the 
image) that pὄeὅeὄveὅ the featuὄeὅ of Hiὅ human foὄm thὄough the inteὄmediaὄy Thaddeuὅ apoὅtle to Abgaὄ, 
topaὄch of the city of the Edeὅὅene, and healed hiὅ diὅeaὅe107.  

 
In addition, Geoὄge the εonk diὅcuὅὅeὅ the iconoclaὅtὅ, and ὅtateὅμ 
 
They fight evidently Christ, who took a beautiful cloth and wiped His divine figure sovereignly bright 

and beautiful; He sent it to the chief of the Edessene, Abgar, who prayed Him with faith. Since that time and 
until today, thanks to tradition and apostolic exhortation, in view of recognize and remember what Christ did 
and suffered for us, as it is narrated in the holy pages of the Gospel, we make some images, and we venerate 
them with respect, despite Christ's opponents108. 

 
Aὄound ιβθ Andὄew of ἑὄete, in hiὅ woὄk De sanctarum imaginum veneratione (On the 

veneration of the holy images), ὄefeὄὄing to the “veneὄable image of τuὄ δoὄd Jeὅuὅ ἑhὄiὅt on a cloth”, 
ὅtateὅμ “It waὅ an impὄint of hiὅ body featuὄeὅ and did not need coloὄed painting”109. In the ὅame 
peὄiod, John Damaὅcene liὅtὅ among the thingὅ which the faithful veneὄate, ἑhὄiὅt'ὅ funeὄal linenὅ110. 
He defended the legitimacy of the imageὅ againὅt iconoclaὅm, ὄefeὄὄing to the Edeὅὅa one. In the 
tὄeatiὅe On the Orthodox Faith it ὄeadὅμ “The δoὄd Himὅelf applied a cloth on Hiὅ own divine and 
enlivening face and impὄinted on it Hiὅ appeaὄance”. In the Sermon on the images, he wὄiteὅ that 
Jeὅuὅ “took the cloth and put it on Hiὅ own faceν Hiὅ own appeaὄance impὄinted in it”111 . It iὅ 
inteὄeὅting to note, that in the ὅecond text the teὄm that indicateὅ the cloth iὅ rákos, the one commonly 
uὅed foὄ the cloth in which the Image haὅ impὄinted, while in the fiὄὅt text, it iὅ called imátion, that 
noὄmally indicateὅ a cloak112. 

John of Jeὄuὅalem, Secὄetaὄy of Theodoὄe, Patὄiaὄch of Antioch, aὄound the time of ιθζ, 
compoὅed a ὅpeech foὄ the ὅacὄed imageὅ. Hiὅ puὄpoὅe waὅ to ὄefuὅe the iconoclaὅt’ὅ council that waὅ 
held in Hieὄia in ιηζ, ὅummoned by the empeὄoὄ, ἑonὅtantine V ἑopὄonymuὅ. He wὄoteμ 

 
Effectively ἑhὄiὅt Himὅelf made an image, the one that iὅ ὅaid not made by human handὅ, and until 

today it exiὅtὅ and iὅ veneὄated and no one ὅayὅ that it iὅ an idol among the people of ὅane mind. ἐecauὅe if 
God had known that it would have been an occaὅion of idolatὄy, he would not have left it on eaὄth113. 

 
Patὄiaὄch σicephoὄuὅ I of ἑonὅtantinople between κ1ζ and κβ0 in the Antirrheticus affiὄmedμ 

“If ἑhὄiὅt, uὄged by a believeὄ, impὄinted Hiὅ divine featuὄeὅ on a cloth and ὅent it, why aὄe they who 
ὄepὄoduce it blamedς”. εoὄeoveὄ, in the text Adversus iconomachus he inὅiὅtὅ, ὅaying that we muὅt 
aὅk to “ἑhὄiὅt Himὅelf, who pὄoduced theὄe and then the ὄepὄeὅentation of Himὅelf in a divine 
appeaὄance and ὅent it to who had ὄequeὅted it”114. In the ὅame peὄiod Teophaneὅ the ἑhὄonogὄapheὄ 
ὄecalledμ “Did ἑhὄiὅt not ὅend Himὅelf to Abgaὄ Hiὅ own image not made by human handὅς”115.  

Geoὄge Syncelluὅ, who had been ὅecὄetaὄy of Taὄaὅiuὅ, Patὄiaὄch  of ἑonὅtantinople (ικζ-κ0θ), 
afteὄ Taὄaὅiuὅ death wὄote in hiὅ Summary of Chronography that the aὄὄival of Thaddeuὅ in Edeὅὅa 
and the healing of King Abgaὄ happened in the yeaὄ γθ of the Incaὄnation. The apoὅtle “illuminated 
all the inhabitantὅ with hiὅ woὄdὅ and hiὅ actionὅ. The whole city haὅ veneὄated him until todayν they 

                                                            
107 Ibid., p. 81. 
108 Ibid., p. 90. 
109 Ibid., p. 80. 
110 SAVIO  P., Ricerche storiche sulla Santa Sindone, Torino, 1957, pp. 72-73; DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 133-

134. 
111 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 82. 
112 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., pp. 151-152.  
113 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 82-83. 
114 Ibid., pp. 87-88. 
115 Ibid., p. 86. 
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alὅo veneὄate the appeaὄance of the δoὄd not made by human handὅ”116.   
In a ὅynodal letteὄ of κγθ, addὄeὅὅed to Empeὄoὄ Teophiluὅ fὄom the Eaὅt Patὄiaὄchὅ ἑhὄiὅtopheὄ 

of Aleὅὅandὄia, Jacob of Antioch and ἐaὅil of Jeὄuὅalem, it ὅtateὅμ   
 
The Savioὄ Himὅelf impὄinted the impὄint of Hiὅ holy foὄm in a soudárion, ὅent it to a ceὄtain Abgaὄ, 

topaὄch of the gὄeat city of the Edeὅὅene, thὄough Thaddeuὅ, the apoὅtle of divine languageν He wiped the 
divine ὅweat of Hiὅ face and left theὄe all Hiὅ chaὄacteὄiὅtic tὄaitὅ117. 

 
To aὄgue againὅt the iconoclaὅtὅ, a famouὅ authoὄ, defendeὄ of the iconὅ, Theodoὄe the Studite 

(κth - λth centuὄy) ὅpeakὅ of the Shὄoud “in which ἑhὄiὅt waὅ wὄapped and laid down in the 
ὅepulcheὄ”118 and of the Image not made by human handὅ that waὅ ὅent to Abgaὄ. He wὄoteμ “To 
cleaὄly gὄant uὅ Hiὅ divine featuὄeὅ, ouὄ Savioὄ who had been coveὄed with it, impὄinted the foὄm of 
Hiὅ own face and poὄtὄayed it touching the cloth with Hiὅ own ὅkin”119.  

The Legend of St. Alexis, anotheὄ impoὄtant ἐyὐantine text compoὅed in ἑonὅtantinople in the 
κth centuὄy, tellὅ that in Edeὅὅa theὄe waὅ “the image not made by human handὅ of the featuὄeὅ of ouὄ 
εaὅteὄ, the δoὄd Jeὅuὅ ἑhὄiὅt”120ν in thiὅ text, the cloth on which the Image iὅ impὄinted, iὅ called 
sindón121.  

A fuὄtheὄ ἐyὐantine text of the κth centuὄy, the Nouthesia Gerontos122, (The Admonitionὅ of an 
τld εan), ὄepoὄtὅ that Jeὅuὅ impὄinted Hiὅ face in a sindón123.   

In the text Life of St. Alexis, that poὅὅibly dateὅ back to the λth centuὄy, the Edeὅὅa Image iὅ 
defined “bloodὅtained”124. The naὄὄative of the wandeὄingὅ of St. Alexiὅ in Rome can be paὄalleled 
with the ὅpeech of Pope Stephen III, who in ιθλ duὄing the δateὄan Synod ὅpoke in favoὄ of the 
legitimacy of the ὅacὄed imageὅ’ veneὄation, ὄefeὄὄing to the image of Edeὅὅa. Pope Stephen III 
leaὄned of the exiὅtence of thiὅ image fὄom the naὄὄation of the faithful coming to Rome fὄom the 
Eaὅteὄn ὄegionὅ125. In the ὅeὄmon, he alὅo ὅpoke of the gloὄiouὅ image “of the face and of the whole 
body” of Jeὅuὅ on a cloth126. Thiὅ paὄt of the text iὅ poὅὅibly an inteὄpolation, foὄ ὅuὄe inὅeὄted into 
the text befoὄe 11γ0. It cleaὄly explainὅ how the impὄint of Jeὅuὅ' body happenedμ 

 
He ὅtὄetched hiὅ whole body on a cloth, white aὅ ὅnow, on which the gloὄiouὅ image of the δoὄd’ὅ  face 

and the length of hiὅ whole body waὅ ὅo divinely tὄanὅfoὄmed that it waὅ ὅufficient foὄ thoὅe who could not 
ὅee the δoὄd bodily in the fleὅh, to ὅee the tὄanὅfiguὄation made on the cloth127.  

 
A Muslim author, Massûdî, in 944 wrote that in Edeὅὅa theὄe waὅ a cloth “that had been used 

to wipe Jesus of Nazareth when He walked out of the wateὄὅ of baptiὅm”128.  
Aὄound 1β1β Geὄvaὅe of Tilbuὄy included thiὅ text in hiὅ woὄk Otia imperialia129.   
A ὅtὄong teὅtimony in favoὄ of the identification of the Edeὅὅa Image with the Shὄoud waὅ 

diὅcoveὄed by hiὅtoὄian Gino Zaninottoμ the Codex Vossianus Latinus Q 69 ff. θὄ-θv, pὄeὅeὄved in the 
Rijksuniversiteit of δeiden (σetheὄlandὅ). It iὅ a 10th-centuὄy manuὅcὄipt that ὄefeὄὅ to a pὄioὄ oὄiginal 
Syὄian text that dateὅ back to befoὄe the κth centuὄy, a peὄiod in which it waὅ tὄanὅlated into δatin by 
                                                            
116 Ibid., p. 86. 
117 Ibid., pp. 89-90. 
118 SAVIO  P., Ricerche storiche sulla Santa Sindone, op. cit., p. 74. 
119 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 89. 
120 Ibid., p. 84. 
121 WILSON I., Discovering more of the Shroud’s early history, in I Congreso Internacional sobre la Sabana Santa en España, Valencia (Spain), April 

28-30, 2012, pp. 1-32, on p. 7. 
122 BACCI M., L’iconografia come tradizione apostolica nel pensiero iconodulo: riflessioni sull’Ammonizione di un vecchio (Nouthesía gérontos), in: 

PACE V. (Ed.), L’VIII secolo: un secolo inquieto, Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi, Cividale del Friuli, December 4-7, Comune di Cividale 
del Friuli 2010, pp. 63-68. 

123 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 154. 
124 ZANINOTTO G., La Sindone/Mandylion nel silenzio di Costantinopoli (944-1242), op. cit., p. 466.  
125 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 85. 
126 RAMELLI  I., Dal Mandilion di Edessa alla Sindone: alcune note sulle testimonianze antiche, op. cit., p. 179. 
127 WILSON I., The Shroud of Turin. The burial cloth of Jesus Christ?, op. cit., p. 135. 
128 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 149. 
129 Ibid., pp. 58-59.  
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the aὄchiateὄ Smiὄa. Accoὄding to the manuὅcὄipt, while anὅweὄing Abgaὄ'ὅ letteὄ, Jeὅuὅ wὄiteὅμ “If 
you wiὅh to look at my appeaὄance aὅ it iὅ phyὅically, I ὅend you thiὅ ὅheet on which you will be able 
to ὅee not only my face poὄtὄayed, but you will be able to look at the foὄm of my whole body divinely 
tὄanὅfiguὄed”130.  

The text continueὅ fuὄtheὄ on and ὅtateὅμ  
 
The mediatoὄ between God and men, in oὄdeὄ to completely ὅatiὅfy the king, laid down with the whole 

body on a ὅheet aὅ white aὅ ὅnow. And then happened ὅomething wondeὄful to ὅee and to heaὄ. The gloὄiouὅ 
image of the face of the δoὄd, aὅ well aὅ the moὅt noble foὄm of Hiὅ body, to divine viὄtue, tὄanὅfoὄmed 
ὅuddenly on the ὅheet. In thiὅ way, to thoὅe who have not ὅeen the δoὄd come phyὅically, it iὅ enough, to ὅee 
Him, the tὄanὅfiguὄation pὄoduced on the ὅheet. Still uncoὄὄupted, deὅpite itὅ ancientneὅὅ, the ὅheet iὅ in 
εeὅopotamia of Syὄia, in the city of Edeὅὅa, in a ὄoom of the majoὄ chuὄch. Duὄing the yeaὄ, on the occaὅion 
of the moὅt impoὄtant feὅtivity of the δoὄd Savioὄ, among hymnὅ, pὅalmὅ, and ὅpecial canticleὅ, the cloth iὅ 
pulled out of a golden caὅket and veneὄated with gὄeat ὄeveὄence by all the people131. 

 
A hint to the image of the whole body haὅ been made, aὄound 11ζ0, alὅo by τὄdeὄic Vitaliὅ. In 

hiὅ Historia ecclesiastica he nameὅ Abgaὄ “to whom the δoὄd Jeὅuὅ ὅent a ὅacὄed letteὄ and a pὄeciouὅ 
linen with which He wiped the ὅweat fὄom Hiὅ face and in which ὅhineὅ the image of the Savioὄ 
Himὅelf, painted in a wondeὄful way, that offeὄὅ to the eyeὅ the appeaὄance and the height of the body 
of the δoὄd”132.  

An important turning point in the history of the Mandylion occurs in the years 943-94. The 
fame of the precious Image made it very yearned for. When Byzantine Emperor Romanus I 
Lecapenus, in 943, wanted to take possession of it, he sent the army under the command of Armenian 
General Ioannis Curcuas. Some interesting Islamic sources133 report both the permanence of the 
image in Edessa and the bargaining to give it to Byzantium, as well as the pathway to transfer it into 
the capital of the Empire.  

The emir of Edessa was expecting a violent attack by the eighty thousand soldiers who had 
come threatening under the walls. But General Curcuas began a negotiation: he was ready to save 
the city and release two hundred high-ranking Muslim prisoners, adding the sum of twelve thousand 
pieces of silver in exchange for the simple delivery of the Image.  

The emir remained baffled by the request. The Christian community would have been 
stubbornly opposed to the confiscation of the priceless relic and he knew it well. Unsure on what to 
do, he took time and sent a horseback messenger to Baghdad, entrusting the caliph al-Muttaqi with 
the decision. Even for caliph, the choice was not simple; therefore he brought together the high 
magiὅtὄateὅ and theologianὅ (Qadi and Fuqaha) and the Gὄand Viὐieὄ 'Al  ibn' ὅā to ὅubmit to them 
the thorny question. But on the decision to take the views was controversial.  

The discussion went on for a long time, with strong positions. All the wise men expressed their 
respect for the Image of Edessa, considered the Mindîl – that is the handkerchief - of the prophet 
Jesus, that - according to Islamic sources - was transported to Ruhâ (Arabic name of Edessa) at the 
beginning of the 7th century AD, after being kept in Ephesus, Damascus and Antioch. The Mindîl - 
or Ikon al Mandil - was kept in the old cathedral (Al Kanîssa-l-Koubra). Some emperors secretly 
went there for retreat periods and the Muslims, tolerant, turned a blind eye to that. One of these pious 
visits in the 8th century was reported to Caliph Haroun Rachid, who, however, decided not to follow 
up.  

In the 13th century historian Al  ibn al-Ath ὄ in hiὅ woὄk “The complete hiὅtoὄy” wὄoteμ “The 
Emperor of Christians addressed to the caliph al-Muttaqi a request: the handover of the Handkerchief 

                                                            
130 ZANINOTTO G., L’immagine Edessena: impronta dell’intera persona di Cristo. Nuove conferme dal codex Vossianus Latinus Q 69 del sec. X, in 

UPINSKY A.A. (Ed.), L’identification scientifique de l'Homme du Linceul: Jésus de Nazareth, Actes du Symposium Scientifique International, Rome 
1993, Paris 1995, pp. 57-62, on p. 60.  

131 Ibid., p. 61.  
132 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 57. 
133 BOUBAKEUR S.H., Versione islamica del Santo Sudario, op. cit., pp. 35-41. 
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with which Christ, he asserted, had dried his face and on which his image was imprinted, which was 
in the district of Ruhâ. The opinions were different and nobody found the question unusual. This 
handkerchief, somebody said, has been for centuries in the land of Islam, without a Byzantine 
sovereign ever claiming it. Succeeding such a question would make us appear decadent people. The 
liberation of prisoners from their captivity, the end of their suffering, the uncomfortable things they 
enduὄe, iὅ pὄefeὄable, ὅaid Al  ibn ' ὅā, to the pὄeὅeὄvation of thiὅ handkeὄchief on our territory. 
Sharing his point of view, the caliph ordered it to be returned to the Byzantines, provided that they 
would release the Muslim prisoners. The Great Vizier carried out this order by sending the Emperor 
a plenipotentiary to receive the pὄiὅoneὄὅ who weὄe ὄeleaὅed”134. The Byzantine emperor also 
undertook, at the request of the caliph, not to send any other military expeditions against Edessa, 
which was guaranteed a perpetual immunity.  

The assignment to take the Image was entrusted by the Emperor to Samosata's bishop Abramio, 
as Curcuas could not be able to distinguish the original from its copies. It was the bishop himself 
asking the two copies to be shown to him so as to see what the true relic was135. One of these copies 
would be taken to Constantinople between 1163 and 1176136. The bishop also requested the letter 
Jesus had written to King Abgar.  

The Narratio de Imagine Edessena says that it was not easy to get the venerated effigy out of 
the city. Christians, in fact, rebelled to see it taken away and spread a great stir among the people, 
who felt themselves deprived of a sacred object considered to be the protector of the city. The emir 
managed to convince some, but had to threaten many others to quell the revolt. When everything 
seemed to be resolved and the Image was about to leave the city, a terrible thunderstorm arose, whose 
thunder and lightning convinced the faithful of God's will to leave it in the city of Edessa.  

The emir succeeded in bringing bishop Abramio out of the city walls, carrying the precious 
Image with him, under the protection of General Curcuas and his army, ready to return to 
Constantinople. A long journey in stages started, so that the Image could be worshiped by the faithful 
it met in the places it visited.  

After a day of marching the army reached the river Euphrates. Even the inhabitants of the area 
opposed the transfer of the Image, but were stopped by a divine sign: 

 
 The ship that was intended to ferry the bearers across the Euphrates was still moored on the Syrian 

side, while the rioters were still in the grip of tumult. Yet as soon as the bishops who were carrying the divine 
image and the letter had boarded, suddenly, with no rowers, no helmsman and no other ship to tow it, their 
boat set off for the land on the other side, guided only by the will of God. This filled all the onlookers who 
were present with fear and amazement, and convinced them to allow the departure to go ahead137.  

 
When they arrived to Samosata, the bishop stopped for a few days in his town. The Narratio 

de Imagine Edessena testifies the prodigious signs and miracles that occurred both in Samosata and 
in the rest of the way to Constantinople: the healing of blind, lame and other sick, who left their beds 
perfectly restored. Towards the end of the journey the bishop and his followers came to the Theme 
of the Optimatoi, that is in the “Province of the Best”, on the peninsula overlooking the Bosphorus 
in front of Constantinople. The precious Image was placed in the church of the Monastery of the 
Mother of God for worship.  

To receive the sacred effigy with great honor, the emperor sent patrician Theophane, his 
chamberlain, to the Monastery, along with the most important senators. The dignitaries came 
bringing candles decorated with gold in their hands. The Image was extracted from the reliquary and 
was venerated with great devotion. Many sick people were healed and a possessed man cried out: 

                                                            
134 Ibid., pp. 38-39. 
135 VON DOBSCHÜTZ E., Immagini di Cristo, op. cit., p. 123. 
136 DESREUMAUX A., Histoire du roi Abgar et de Jésus, Turnhout 1993, p. 168. 
137

 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 49. 
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“Receive your glory and joy, Constantinople, and you, Constantine Porphyrogenitus, your 
kingdom!”138 Immediately he was released from the devil's possessions.  

The splendid shrine, which contained the precious effigy delivered to Abramio, came to 
Constantinople on the evening of August 15, 944, the feast of the Dormition of the Virgin, surrounded 
by a triumphal reception. It was placed for a first veneration in the upper chapel of the church of St. 
Mary of Blachernae where - without being opened - was revered by Emperor Romanus I Lecapenus, 
with his sons Stephen and Constantine, and by the legitimate emperor Constantine VII 
Porphyrogenitus. Then the reliquary, escorted with great honor and with many lights, was transferred 
by the emperors on the royal galley and brought to the imperial palace, where it was placed in the 
chapel of St. Mary of the Pharos, which already hosted many relics of the Passion.  

The next day, August 16, the emperors revered and kissed the reliquary again. Then the priests 
picked it up between psalms, hymns, and lights to bring it into a solemn procession again towards 
the sea. It was placed for the second time on the royal galley, which sailed around the city in a sign 
of protection and then moored outside the city's western walls. Once again on the ground, the 
precious shrine was carried by foot by the emperors, together with the senators, the patriarch, the 
clergy and their escorts, outside the city walls to the Golden Gate, from where they began solemnly 
the procession with psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs between infinite torches.  

In the Narratio de Imagine Edessena we read that “they went with the box holding the precious 
and sacred objects as if it were another ark of the covenant or something even greater”. Crossing the 
city, they intended to make it “holier and stronger”, keeping it “unhaὄmed and unassailable for all 
time”139. Even during this passage there were wondrous healing and a lame, miraculously healed 
from his infirmity by simply looking at the reliquary, ran with his legs to embrace it.  

At the Basilica of the Hagia Sophia, the venerated Image and the letter of Jesus were placed in 
the most hidden recesses of the sanctuary, where all the clergy could venerate them. Then the 
procession went on again to Bukoleon, the imperial palace, where the divine effigy, as a sign of the 
highest dignity of the relic, was placed on the imperial golden throne in the Chrysotriklinos, an 
octagonal plan room with dome vault, gorgeously decorated. Christ Rex Regnantium was honored in 
his holy Image. Thus the throne was sanctified and the gift of justice and righteousness would have 
been given to the emperors who would sit there.  

After the veneration and the prayers, the relic was finally transferred again into the chapel of 
St. Mary of the Pharos along with the other relics of the Passion140. “It was consecrated and placed 
on the right towards the east for the glory of the faithful, the safety of the emperors and to safeguard 
the whole city together with the Christian community”141. The event was celebrated with a liturgical 
celebration on the anniversary142, August 16, still celebrated by Orthodox Christians. Some hymns, 
written for this feast, refer to the Image, particularly venerated, to which a taumaturgical power is 
attributed143.  

The Image did not have the characteristics of a well-recognizable painting, but of an evanescent 
imprint, just what can be observed on the Shroud. When they were observing the features of the holy 
imprint, the Emperor's sons declared that they could only see the face, while Constantine, the 
emperor's son-in-law, said that he was able to see his eyes and ears144. Even Constantine, who became 
emperor in 912, like some of his predecessors made coins with the face of Christ, which was very 
similar to the Shroud face.  

The scene of the solemn arrival of the Mandylion in Constantinople is represented in the 
Skylitzes Codex (Codex Matritensis gr. Vitr. 26-2) 145. It is an illustrated manuscript which reports the 

                                                            
138 Ibid., p. 55. 
139 Ibid., p. 57. 
140 VON DOBSCHÜTZ E., Immagini di Cristo, op. cit., p. 124. 
141 GUSCIN M., The Image of Edessa, op. cit., p. 61. 
142 GHARIB G., La festa del Santo Mandylion nella Chiesa Bizantina, in COERO-BORGA P. (Ed.), La Sindone e la Scienza, Atti del II Congresso 

Internazionale di Sindonologia, Torino, October 7-8, 1978, Turin 1979, pp. 31-50. 
143 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., pp. 73-74. 
144 ZANINOTTO G., La Sindone/Mandylion nel silenzio di Costantinopoli (944-1242), op. cit., p. 468. 
145 SKYLITZES J., A Synopsis of Bizantine History 811-1057, translated by WORTLEY J., New York 2010. 
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Synopsis of the History of Ioannes Skylitzes, covering a time period ranging from the death of the 
Byzantine Emperor Nicephorus I in 811 to the deposition of Michael IV in 1057. The manuscript was 
certainly written in Sicily in the 12th century and is currently kept at the Biblioteca Nacional de 
España in Madrid. It is the only illustrated manuscript of a Greek chronicle that came to us and 
includes 574 miniatures. 

Duὄing the ὅtay of the Mandylion in ἑonὅtantinople (λζζ-1β0ζ), the veneὄation of the Sacὄed 
Image becomeὅ ὅignificant to the point of aὅὅuming the ὄole of palladium of the capital and 
pὄotagoniὅt of numeὄouὅ lituὄgical pὄoceὅὅionὅ alὅo in occaὅion of natuὄal calamitieὅ oὄ dὄamatic 
eventὅ. Philologiὅt ἑaὄlo εaὄia εaὐὐucchi146 believeὅ that the diὅcoveὄy of the tὄue natuὄe of the 
Mandylion and the tὄanὅfeὄ to St. εaὄy of the ἐlacheὄnae could have happened between 1β01 and 
1β0γ, among the moὅt convulὅive yeaὄὅ of ἐyὐantium'ὅ hiὅtoὄy. It ὅhould be ὄemembeὄed that when 
it aὄὄived in ἑonὅtantinople, aὅ pὄeviouὅly ὅtated, the Edeὅὅa image waὅ bὄought fiὄὅt to St. εaὄy of 
the ἐlacheὄnae and then placed in the chapel of St. εaὄy of the Phaὄoὅν then a ὅhift between the two 
chuὄcheὅ iὅ not unlikely. ἐeὅideὅ, about 1100 ἐyὐantine hiὅtoὄian Geoὄge ἑedὄenuὅ wὄote that in the 
winteὄ peὄiod 10γθ-10γι the Mandylion waὅ bὄought in a walking pὄoceὅὅion fὄom the impeὄial 
palace to St. εaὄy of the ἐlacheὄnae to impetὄate the end of a long dὄought147.   

The pὄeὅence of the Shὄoud in ἑonὅtantinople iὅ documented by otheὄ wὄitten teὅtimonieὅ. εoὅt 
of them date back to the 11th-1βth centuὄy. Aὄound 10λη, a letteὄ attὄibuted to empeὄoὄ Alexiὅ I 
ἑomnenuὅ liὅtὅ the ὄelicὅ that aὄe kept in the city, and among them “the clothὅ that weὄe found in the 
ὅepulcheὄ afteὄ the ὄeὅuὄὄection”148 . William of Tyὄe naὄὄateὅ that εanuel I ἑomnenuὅ in 11ι1 
ὅhowed Amalὄic I, King of Jeὄuὅalem, the ὄelicὅ of the Paὅὅion, including the Shὄoud. Jeὅuὅ' funeὄal 
linenὅ in ἑonὅtantinople aὄe alὅo mentioned in 11η1-11ηζ by σicholaὅ Soemundaὄὅon, abbot of the 
εonaὅteὄy of Thyngeyὄ in Iceland149 and in 1β0ι by σicholaὅ of τtὄanto150, abbot of the εonaὅteὄy 
of ἑaὅole, who pὄobably ὅaw them in Athenὅ151.   

In 1β01 σicholaὅ εeὅaὄiteὅ, cuὅtodian of the ὄelicὅ pὄeὅeὄved in the chapel of St. εaὄy of the 
Phaὄoὅ, had to defend them againὅt the looteὄὅ by ὄemembeὄing the ὅeditiouὅ the ὅanctity of the place, 
wheὄe, among otheὄ thingὅ, the soudárion with the funeὄal clothὅ weὄe kept. “They - εeὅaὄiteὅ 
undeὄlineὅ - ὅtill have the peὄfume, they defy coὄὄuption, becauὅe they have wὄapped the ineffable 
dead, naked and embalmed afteὄ the Paὅὅion”. It iὅ logical to conclude by mentioning the naked body, 
εeὅaὄiteὅ waὅ ὄefeὄὄing to the image of the whole body of the Savioὄ on a ὅheet152. Speaking to the 
ὄebelliouὅ, afteὄ having enumeὄated ten of the moὅt pὄeciouὅ ὄelicὅ, εeὅaὄiteὅ continueὅμ “ἐut now I 
put in fὄont of youὄ eyeὅ the δegiὅlatoὄ faithfully poὄtὄayed on a towel and ὅculpted in a fὄagile clay 
with ὅuch an aὄt of dὄawing that we can ὅee that thiὅ doeὅ not come fὄom human handὅ”153.  

In 1β0ι εeὅaὄiteὅ makeὅ anotheὄ ὄefeὄence about the image of Jeὅuὅ on a cloth in the funeὄal 
oὄation of hiὅ bὄotheὄ John, wheὄe he affiὄmὅμ “The indeὅcὄibable, appeaὄed in human likeness (Phil 
βμι), like uὅ iὅ deὅcὄibable, having been impὄeὅὅed in a pὄototype on the towel”. Theologian Andὄé-
εaὄie Dubaὄle commentὅμ “What iὅ notable, iὅ that foὄ him the miὄaculouὅ image iὅ the prototype, 
the model of the imageὅ made by human handὅ and theiὄ juὅtification”154. 

Another important discovery by historian Gino Zaninotto, also in favor of the identification of 
the Edessa Image with the Shroud, is the Codex Vat. Gr. 511 ff. 143-150v155, which dates back to 

                                                            
146 MAZZUCCHI C.M., La testimonianza più antica dell’esistenza di una sindone a Costantinopoli, in Aevum, anno 57, n. 2, May-August 1983, pp. 227-

231, on p. 230.  
147 ZANINOTTO G., La Sindone/Mandylion nel silenzio di Costantinopoli (944-1242), op. cit., p. 474. 
148 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 54. 
149 Ibid., pp. 53-54. 
150 SAVIO  P., Ricerche storiche sulla Santa Sindone, op. cit., pp. 119-120. 
151 SCAVONE D., The Shroud of Turin in Constantinople, the documentary evidence, in Sindon N.S., Quaderno n. 1, June 1989, pp. 113-128, on pp. 120-

121. 
152 DUBARLE A.-M., Histoire ancienne du linceul de Turin, op. cit., p. 39.  
153 Ibid., p. 40. 
154 Ibid., pp. 41-42. 
155 ZANINOTTO G., Orazione di Gregorio il Referendario in occasione della traslazione a Costantinopoli dell’immagine edessena nell’anno 944, in 
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Balsamo (MI) 1988, pp. 344-352; DUBARLE A.-M., L’Image d’Edesse dans l’homélie de Grégoire le Référendaire, in UPINSKY A.A. (Ed.), 
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the 10th century. It contains the Oration of Gregory, archdeacon and referendarius of the great church 
of Constantinople (Hagia Sophia). It describes the Edessa Image as a figure not restricted to the face 
alone. In Gregory's sermon, after a scrupulous list of colors commonly used to draw the faces of the 
icons, the author claims that this image of Edessa, which he is describing, has not been produced 
with artificial colors, since it is only “splendor”. 

And here's how Gregory explains the imprint in paragraph 26:  
 
Τ  , - πᾶ  α ω  α , -  α ω   π π υ ωα χ  ῖ  ὡ  

 α α α α  αἵ α  πω α  α  α ῳ . Αὗ α   α ῖ  ω  Χ  α  
χ ω α υ α α  ὡ α ,  α   ἀφ’ ὗ α α χ α  α  π υ ᾶ  α  α π α . 
Ἄ φω ω  · αἷ α α  ὕ ω  ῖ, α α  α  φ . Ὣ π α ω  ,    

 α α α   α ·  
 
(To dé – pas entheasthéto to dieghémati – mònois enagonìois idròsi prosòpou zoarchikoù tòis osèi 

thròmboi katastalàxasin àimatos entetypotai kài daktylo theoù. Autai to ekmaghéion ontos Christoù ài 
chromatourghésasai oraiòtetes, òti kài to af’oὶ kateὅtalàchtheὅan ὄanìὅi pleuὄàὅ idìaὅ enkekallάpiὅtai. Amfo 
dogmaton mestà: àima kài ydor ekéi, entàutha idròs kài morfé. O pragmàton isòtetos, ek toù enòs gar tàuta kài 
toù autoù.)  

 
     The splendor, on the other hand, - and may each one be inspired by this narrative - has been imprinted 

only by the drops of agonizing sweat of the face of the prince of life, which are dropped as bloodstains, and 
by the finger of God. These are the beauties that colored the imprint which is really of Christ, for also this (the 
image) from when they (the drops) oozed is embellished by the drops of his own side. Both are full of 
teachings: blood and water there, here sweat and figure156. Oh equality of things! These things come from the 
One and the Same. 

 
Thus, on the Edessa Image not only was the face visible, but also the chest at least up to the 

height of the side157.  
The text does not question the identity of what is imprinted on the cloth. It is presented as 

“imprint which is really of Christ” – ò  α ῖ   ω     Χ   (to ekmaghéion òntos 
Christoù) – and this imprint is defined in the previous paragraph 25 “supernatural splendor”– 
π φυ   ἀπα α α – (yperfyés apàugasma): α   ἀπα α α ω φ α  (kài to apàugasma 

ezogràfetai) – “alὅo the ὅplendoὄ iὅ ὄepὄeὅented”. The ò  (to dé) with which the paragraph 26 of 
the homily opens resumes, in fact, the neutral noun of the previous paragraph ἀπα α α 
(apàugasma). This image is not a painting, it is not given by colors, it is just a “splendor” that is source 
of wonder because it is determined by two extraordinary factors: by the blood of the Passion and by 
the “finger of God” – α ῳ    (daktylo Theoù) –. In paὄticulaὄμ the face waὅ impὄinted “only 
by the dὄopὅ of agoniὐing ὅweat of the face of the pὄince of life, which aὄe dὄopped aὅ bloodὅtainὅ” 
(Lk 22:44) –   α     π π υ  ωα χ   ῖ  ὡ     α α α α   
αἵ α   πω α   (mònois enagonìois idròsi prosòpou zoarchikoù tòis osèi thròmboi 
katastalàxasin àimatos  entetypotai) –.   These – the sweat drops - “are the beauties that colored the 
imprint which is really of Christ”. The ὄeὅt of the body iὅ theὄefoὄe pὄeὅented aὅ a conὅequence of 
those and the fact is introduced by the causal particle  (òti):  

  
for also this – that image he mentioned earlier, the  α ῖ  (tò ekmaghéion), resumed from the 

only article ό (tò) - from when they (the drops) oozed, is embellished by the drops of his own side. 

                                                            

L’identification scientifique de l’Homme du Linceul: Jésus de Nazareth, op. cit., pp. 51-56; DUBARLE A.-M., L'homélie de Grégoire le Riférendaire 
pour la réception de l'image d'Edesse, in Revue des Etudes Byzantines, 55, 1997, pp. 5-51; GUSCIN M., The Sermon of Gregory Referendarius, 2004, 
pp. 1-13, https://www.shroud.com/pdfs/guscin3.pdf. 

156
 The place adverbs ekéi and entàutha can both take the opposite meanings here and there (see L. ROCCI, Vocabolario Greco Italiano, Rome 1964, 

pp. 571 and 646). This point may be the subject of a subsequent discussion. 
157 DUBARLE A.-M., L’Image d’Edesse dans l’homélie de Grégoire le Référendaire, op. cit., pp. 51-56; ZANINOTTO G., Orazione di Gregorio il 

Referendario in occasione della traslazione a Costantinopoli dell’immagine Edessena nell’anno 944, op. cit., p. 349. 
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The text presents the imprint of the body as a temporal consequence of the sweat of blood which 

has imprinted on the face and, at the same time, in close relation to that, because it is the same image 
that was “embellished” also of drops (of blood ) of the side. 

This connection is clearly resumed and underlined by the pronoun ἄ φω (àmfo) - both. They 
are the two things he has just mentioned: the image of the face made of the blood of agony and the 
image of the body embellished by the wound of the side. For both of them there is the same presence 
of two elements: blood and water; more precisely blood and sweat for the face, blood and water for 
the side. Face and side are related by two place adverbs: ‘theὄe’ and ‘heὄe’. The text says: “blood and 
water there” (the side, imprint subsequent to that of the face), “sweat and figure here” (the face imprint 
determined by the agonizing sweat, dropped as blood clots). Stylistically, the two references to blood 
spills are closely linked by a chiastic structure that makes them one and inseparable: 

 
αἷ α       α     ὕ ω       ῖ,    α α            α      φ . 
àima      kài      ydor        ekéi     entàutha    idròs        kài      morfé 
 
blood     and    water       there,       here       sweat       and     figure  
 
- to  ῖ (ekéi) corresponds  α α (entàutha): two place adverbs; 
- to  ὕ ω  (ydor)  corresponds    (idròs): two nouns indicating a similar liquid: water 

and sweat; 
- to  αἷ α (àima) corresponds  φ  (morfé): two nouns that indicate the same substance, 

blood. This is cited, once, in the proper sense: the blood of the side, the other in what derived 
from it: the image of the face. 

 
The unity of the parts, so emphasized by the chiasmus, is explicitly stated in the following text: 

ὦ π α ά ω  ό  (or pragmàton isòtetos) - oh equality of things!158-. 
Three times, and in three different ways, the unity of the considered elements is emphasized: 

by means of the pronoun ‘both’ - ἄ φω (àmfo), by the chiastic structure, by the noun ‘equality’ - 
 (isòtetos).    

 
Gregory is describing what he finds on the Edessa cloth; there he sees together the figure of the 

face and the wound of the side, not just one of the two imprints. Here we have a confirmation that the 
Edessa cloth had the whole figure of a man with the signs of a passion and crucifixion with the side 
wound, as found on the cloth of the Shroud. We can say, therefore, that the text of Gregory 
Referendarius presents valid evidence to identify the Edessa cloth with the Shroud159. 

Also the Byzantine Liturgy celebrates the Edessa cloth as an icon of Christ. As of August 16, it 
reads: “Memory of translation from Edessa of the icon not man-painted of our Lord Jesus Christ, that 
is, of the Holy Mandylion (λζζ)”160. 

The Prayer of Vespers sings a Hymn where the image imprinted on the cloth is without any 
hesitation recognized and venerated as the image of Jesus Christ. 

The text reports: 
 
With what eyes will we look at your icon, we children of the earth? Nor can the armies of angels see it 

without fear, radiant as it is by divine light [...] 

                                                            
158 Quality genitive, common in poetry and liturgical texts. 
159 GUSCIN M., Addendum to translation of Sermon by Gregory Referendarius, December 2007, p. 1, https://www.shroud.com/pdfs/guscin3a.pdf; 

NICOLOTTI A., Forme e vicende del Mandilio di Edessa secondo alcune moderne interpretazioni, in Sacre impronte e oggetti «non fatti da mano 
d’uomo» nelle religioni, Atti del Convegno Internazionale, Torino, May 18-20, 2010, Alessandria 2011, pp. 279-307 and tabb. 23-31, on pp. 292-
297; ROMANO R., Gregorio il Referendario, sermone intorno all'immagine edessenica, in Studi sull'Oriente Cristiano, 18, 1, 2014, pp. 19-37, have 
different opinion, with arguments that can be discussed in a subsequent work. 

160 Anthologhion di tutto l’anno, Vol. 4, Roma 2000. 
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With what hands, oh Word, will we touch your icon, we made by soil? [...] 
The shaking cherubs veil their faces, the seraphs do not tolerate the sight of your glory, and with fear 

the creation serve you. Do not condemn us if by faith, oh Christ, unworthily greet your tremendous form. 
Here is again a divine day of solemnity of the Lord, for the one who sits in the high heavens has visibly 

visited us today through his august icon. The one who invisibly sits above the cherubs shows himself in effigy 
to those to whom he has become like, ineffably formed by the immaculate finger of the Father in his likeness; 
and we, prostrating ourselves with faith and love to this icon, are sanctified by it.   

 
εoὄe than once the effigy impὄinted on the cloth iὅ gὄeeted aὅ an ‘icon’ of the Woὄd of God, 

the ‘icon’ of the τne who waὅ ineffably foὄmed ‘by the immaculate fingeὄ of the Fatheὄ’. ‘Fingeὄ of 
the Fatheὄ’ iὅ, in ἑhὄiὅtian ὅymbology, the Holy Spiὄit. The image impὄinted on the Edeὅὅa cloth iὅ 
then sung as an icon of Jesus, the Incarnate Word of God. 

The Homily of Gregory Referendarius has provided valid elements for identification of the 
Edessa cloth with the Shroud. The liturgical text, which celebrates the Edessa Image as an icon of 
Christ, allows us to consider and venerate the image imprinted on the Shroud as the true imprint of 
the Body of Christ.  

The reliquary that contained the Mandylion could have been opened during his long stay in 
Constantinople from 944 to 1204. In this way it was possible to see not only the face of Jesus, but all 
his body with the signs of the Passion. The cloth called tetrádiplon should therefore have been 
partially unfolded. All this could justify the emergence, during the 12th century, of a new iconic type 
called in the West Imago pietatis. This new type depicts the dead Christ standing upright161. In the 
East this iconographic type is known by the denominations of Akrà tapinosis (Great Humiliation) 
and E apocathelosis (Deposition). 

In this study, this iconographic type is particularly considered. Christ is depicted dead, but in a 
standing position with his arms crossed and his head reclined on his right. Subsequently, the 
representation of the dead Christ is accompanied by the presence of a structure similar to a grave, 
oddly resembling a well, from which it appears to emerge. 

Another iconographic novelty that appears in the same period is the representation of the dead 
Crucified with his reclining head. In fact, in the representation of the crucifixion, there is the passage 
from Christ still alive, with his eyes wide open, with no sign of suffering, often dressed in the 
Colobion (a purple tunic) and crowned, to the dead Christ, wounded, with his eyes closed and his 
head reclined towards his right, in a contorted position almost to outline a curve. 

In addition, it also appears the depiction of Christ deposed from the Cross, lying on the funeral 
sheet, called Epitaphios, mainly embroidered on liturgical veils. In the same period many frescoes 
appear in the Byzantine churches, depicting Christ lying on a shroud, with crossed arms, in the scene 
of the deposition, surrounded by evangelical personages referring to the same episode (Mary, John, 
Joseph of Arimathea, Nicodemus and the pious women ). 

The peculiarity of these representations makes plausible the hypothesis of a progressive 
discovery of the Mandylion, which reveals itself in its true nature: a cloth with the whole image of 
the dead Christ and not just of the face. The aforementioned disclosure of the Mandylion (also called 
Rakos Tetrádiplon) finds confirmation in the research, in the studies and in the measurements directly 
made on the Shroud. The physicist John Jackson in 1978, during the research of the STURP (Shroud 
of Turin Research Project), noticed on the Shroud the existence of folds, later highlighted by 
photographs in raking light. In the nineties, he assumed that the folds could derive from the use of a 
gimmick used to lift the Mandylion-Shroud so that the entire frontal figure was progressively 
visible162. The existence of machinery and mechanical devices in the city of Constantinople is known. 
It can not therefore seem unlikely the hypotesis that such a device could be used to expose the 

                                                            
161 PFEIFFER H., La immagine della Sindone e quella della Veronica, in La Sindone, la Storia, la Scienza, Leinì (TO) 1986, pp. 41-51 and tabb. I-XII, 

on p. 48.  
162 JACKSON, J. P. -  JACKSON, R. S. – PROPP, K. E., On the late Byzantine history of the Turin Shroud, in WALSH B. J. (Ed.),  Proceedings of the 1999 

Shroud of Turin International Research Conference, Richmond, Virginia, Glen Allen, Richmond, Virginia 2000, pp. 185-195.  
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Mandylion to the faithful163. The existence of the Magnaura Throne, work of the talent of Emperor 
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus164, further reinforces this thesis.    

In the Sacred Imperial Palace, which included barracks, offices and about twenty churches, the 
main rooms of representation, called Triconchos, Chrysotriklinos (literally “golden bed”) and 
Magnaura (a huge and gorgeous environment giving the name to all the immense palace) played a 
key role. They were especially designed to impress visitors and highlight the emperor's sacredness. 
To achieve this goal, machines were also used to move from the bottom of the room or to lift the 
throne of the Emperor: the fact that he remained motionless and impassive in front of the ambassadors 
asking for a hearing was considered an essential element to demonstrate the sacredness of his power. 
The scenery surrounding every emperor's public appearance was made even more impressive by the 
presence of golden “automata” that moved through the presence of hydraulic pumps, not visible by 
the public. The throne, symbolically personification of the Salomonic wisdom, was located in the 
central apse165. An Italian ambassador, Liutprand of Cremona166, who went to Constantinople in 948 
and 966167, tells in his work Antapodosis that he had seen two enormous golden lions roaring with 
their wide, open mouths on the sides of the throne, moving their tongue and striking the floor with 
their tail. Regarding the throne movement, Liutprand writes:   

 
The throne of the emperor was built with skill in such a way that at one instant it was low, then higher, 

and quickly it appeaὄed moὅt lofty. […] Thuὅ, pὄoὅtὄated foὄ a thiὄd time in adoὄation befoὄe the empeὄoὄ, I 
lifted my head; and the person whom earlier I had seen sitting elevated to a modest degree above the ground, 
I suddenly spied wearing different clothes and sitting almost level with the ceiling of the mansion 168.  

 
The throne was perhaps lifted by virtue of the mechanism thanks to which the beam of the 

presses are usually lifted169.  
All this was not considered a useless waste of money as it was intended to demonstrate to the 

barbarian populations, and to the potential enemies, the intellectual and technological superiority of 
the empire. Was there perhaps such a mechanism to display the Mandylion-Shroud with equal 
authoritativeness? 

Wilson argues that a confirmation of the possible exhibition of the Mandylion, raised from a 
reliquary, can be inferred from the observation of a miniature present in a Georgian manuscript of 
1054. It is the Alaverdi Tetraevangelion, preserved at the Institute of Manuscripts of the Georgian 
Academy of Sciences of Tbilisi. It includes the four Gospels and the story of the Edessa Image 
brought to King Abgar; it was realized shortly after the returning to Georgia by King Bagrat IV, who 
had remained in Constantinople in the previous three years. In the miniature it is possible to see a 
golden drape that appears raised from a reliquary and on it the Mandylion decorated with red 
crosses170.  

The weekly exhibition of the Shὄoud duὄing itὅ ὅtay in ἑonὅtantinople iὅ atteὅted by the 
teὅtimony of the cὄuὅadeὄ knight Robeὄt de ἑlaὄi, chὄonicleὄ of the ζth ἑὄuὅade. In hiὅ woὄk La 
conquête de Constantinople171, he wὄote about the wondeὄὅ that could be ὅeen befoὄe the fall of the 
city (Apὄil 1β, 1β0ζ) in the handὅ of the δatin cὄuὅadeὄὅμ 

 
Among theὅe theὄe waὅ a chuὄch called St. εaὄy of the ἐlacheὄnae, wheὄe it waὅ kept the Shὄoud 

(Sydoines) in which τuὄ δoὄd waὅ wὄapped, that eveὄy Fὄiday waὅ elevated all ὅtὄaight, ὅo that it waὅ poὅὅible 
to ὅee well the figuὄe of τuὄ δoὄd. σo one, noὄ Gὄeek noὄ Fὄench, knew what happened to thiὅ Shὄoud when 
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the city waὅ conqueὄed172. 
 
This testimony seems to significantly strengthen Jackson's thesis. Robert de Clari also saw in 

the Chapel of St. Mary of the Pharos the reliquary of the Mandylion, which at that moment could be 
empty173, as the Shroud was exposed at Blachernae. The Shroud seen by Robert de Clari in 1204 
disappears mysteriously from Constantinople.  

The depictions of the Man of Sorrows, that spread in Constantinople at the time of the well-
known presence of the Edessa Image (mid-10th to early 13th centuries), find therefore confirmation in 
the literary sources of their probable Shroud origin.  

The observation of the similarity with the Man of the Shroud of two Roman images, present in 
the Basilica of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem174 and the Four Crowned Martyrs175, suggested the 
deepening of the relationship between the Sacred Linen and the new depictions of the suffering Christ 
(Christus Patiens, Christòs pàschon), which, as we have seen, originated in Constantinople in the 
period (mid-10th-early 13th century) coinciding with the established presence of the Edessa Image. 
The two Roman images belong to that iconographic type we have previously described and which 
takes the name of Imago Pietatis.  

In the Roman Basilica of Holy Cross in Jerusalem, following a donation by Prince of Taranto, 
Raimondello del Balzo Orsini, in 1386, there is a Byzantine mosaic icon, depicting the Man of 
Sorrows. It is a masterpiece of Constantinopolitan mosaic art from the beginning of the 14th century. 
The figure of Christ is represented at the height of the bust, with the crossed hands and the reclined 
head, while on the bottom stands the cross with the canonical Byzantine inscription, the King of 
Glory. This image, which came to Rome already surrounded by the aura of a taumaturgical image, 
knew a great fame. By linking to the tradition of an apparition of dead Christ to Gregory the Great, 
during the celebration of the Mass, the iconographic motif of the Man of Sorrows experienced an 
extraordinary spread throughout the Catholic Church.  

A fresco in the church of the Four Crowned Martyrs in Rome juxtaposes an Imago Pietatis with 
the representation of the funeral sheet of Christ, held by two angels. On this sheet there are figures of 
leaves while the body of Christ is covered with sores. The fresco dates back to the 14th century and 
assumes some indirect knowledge of the Shroud. 

Starting from these two Roman images, research was carried out in Byzantine art. Some 
significant works have been considered. 

In the Castoria Icon Museum in Greek Macedonia, the oldest portable icon of the representation 
known in West as Imago Pietatis is preserved. It dates back to the second half of the 12th century. In 
it the dead Christ with his reclining head is depicted standing up to the chest height. On the reverse 
the image of the Mother of God Odigitria is depicted. The expression of the Mother of God indicating 
the Son is grieving: she is aware of the tragic death that the Son will have to suffer, since Simeon had 
announced it to her176. The icon that brings together the mysteries of the Incarnation and the Cross 
was probably destined to be taken in procession during the Holy Week according to a use, now lost, 
in the Byzantine Church.   

The Karahisar Evangeliary (12th century)177, which is preserved in the National Library 
of Russia in St Petersburg (MS gr. 105), contains two miniatures accompanying the narratives of the 
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crucifixion of Christ. They present the figure of the Man of Sorrows that stands out against the 
background of the cross. It is evident that these images are thought and used as an illustration of the 
crucifixion. 

The same relationship between the image of the Man of Sorrows and the crucifixion is present 
in a small icon of the 12th century, of Constantinopolitan origin, but preserved in the Greek patriarchy 
of Jerusalem. Of the icon, which is now lost, only remains the frame of gold and precious stones that 
allows us to reconstruct its original look. On the frame there is the Titulus crucis: o Basileus tes doxes 
(the King of Glory), canonical inscription of the cross image in Byzantine art. This iconographic 
model, coming from Byzantium178, spread throughout Christianity and in the West had a development 
lasting up to all the Renaissance179. 

An icon (16th century) preserved in Kolomenskoe Museum in Moscow is also particularly 
significant: it combines the representation of the Mandylion with that of the Imago pietatis. 

In all these images, the dead Christ, besides his arms crossed in front of his torso, always has 
his head reclined on the right side. Art historian Father Heinrich Pfeiffer S.J. pointed out that by 
joining the two folds existing on the Shroud at the neck height, a head flexion is obtained right to that 
side180. 

In the 12th century, depictions of the whole body of Jesus lying on a sheet start to appear. From 
this time on, the liturgical veil aèr of the Byzantine rite is embroidered with the figure of the lying 
Christ181. 

The fresco in the church of the Mother of God Source of Life in Messenia, Peloponnese, which 
is the oldest example of melismòs (fractio panis), is coeval182. On the sides of the cloth it is possible 
to notice the fringes, which recall those present on the ancient depictions of the Mandylion. Only a 
sketch of G. Millet remains of the fresco, which is now lost. 

Another example, also dating back to the 12th century, is on the enamel reliquary of the old 
Stroganoff Collection, now at St. Petersburg's Hermitage. This type of representation also appears on 
the Byzantine liturgical veil called Epitáphios Thrênos (funeral lament) 183 translated Plaščanica 
(Shroud) in Russian sacred art184. 

A precious epitaphios iὅ the veil of Stefan Uὄoš II εilutin, king of Seὄbia between 1βκβ and 
1321, today in the Museum of the Serbian Orthodox Church in Belgrade185. One particular to notice 
is the starry background, present in most epitaphioi. 

Other important examples are the epitaphios of Thessaloniki (14th century) preserved in the 
Museum of Byzantine Civilization of Thessaloniki186 and the epitaphios kept in the Stavronikita 
Monastery at Mount Athos (14th-15th century)187: both the fabrics of the funeral sheets are 
characterized by the “herringbone” texture, exactly as it is observable on the original Shroud linen.   

Another remarkable epitaphios is that of the Vatopedi Monastery of Mount Athos, dating back 
to the 14th century. 

The reference to the texture of the Shroud is also evident in a Byzantine ivory (12th century) 
representing the Threnos (Lament on the Body of Christ) kept at the Victoria & Albert Museum in 
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London188. Below Christ the funeral sheet is visible, with a texture that recalls the “herringbone” 
weave of the Shroud. 

Particularly interesting is the fresco of the deposition from the cross in the church of St. 
Pantaleimon in Gorno Nerezi, Macedonia, which dates back to 1164. In it, Jesus is depicted lying on 
a large sheet with geometric designs similar to those often accompanying the reproductions of 
Edessa's Image189. 

Considering the relative proximity of this place to the capital of the Empire, and considering 
that the image of the fresco is contemporaneous with the presence of the important relic in 
Constantinople, it is one of the most important testimonies of the identification between the Shroud 
and the Mandylion. 

The decorative motif, found in the iconography of the Edessa Image, can be seen, for example, 
in the Holy Face (13th century) kept in the cathedral of Laon, France. 

Such a pattern is found in the sheet of the deposition of Christ of the Psalter of Melisenda f. 9r 
(1131-1143), kept in the British Library of London. 

One of the best-known examples of image with evident Shroud inspiration is found in a 
miniature of the Pray Codex of the National Library of Budapest, dating back to 1192-1195190. The 
depiction in the upper scene of the folio 28r is the anointing of Christ, who is laid down from the 
cross on a sheet: the body is completely naked and the hands cross to cover the lower abdomen. Some 
details of this miniature directly recall the Shroud. The hands of Christ are depicted without the 
thumbs. On the forehead there is a sign that remembers the analogous trickle of blood that can be 
observed on the Shroud. In the lower scene there is the arrival at the sepulcher of the pious women, 
the myrrhbearers, to which the angel shows the empty sheet. The top of the empty sheet has a design 
that imitates the “herringbone” fabric of the Shroud, while small red crosses cover the bottom. Under 
the foot of the angel there are two red winding traces that can depict two trickles of blood. On both 
parts of the cloth, there are some circles, arranged in the same sequence as a group of four burning 
holes that on the Shroud is repeated four times191. 

This relic damage is certainly prior to the fire of 1532: in fact those signs are reproduced on a 
pictorial copy of Albert Dürer dating back to 1516, preserved in the Collegiate of St. Gommaire in 
Lierre, Belgium192. 

In some representations, like the one in the church of the Annunciation of the Monastery of 
Gὄadač in Seὄbia (1ζth century), the Mandylion is a big rectangle, much more wide than high, in the 
middle of which juὅt ἑhὄiὅt’ὅ head can be ὅeen. The ὄeὅt of the ὅuὄface ὅhowὅ a gὄill of loὐengeὅ, each 
one with a flower in the middle193. This is the usual decoration that frequently characterizes the 
Mandylion's representation. At the edges, the fringes of the cloth can be seen. This representation 
makes Wilson's supposition plausible 194 that the cloth might have been folded many times, hence the 
employment of tetrádiplon195 neologism; in fact, folding the Shroud eight times you get exactly the 
wide rectangle with the head in the middle that you can see on the copies of the Mandylion, as in this 
case. This decoration with lozenges, that can be seen on the surface of the cloth196, could be the 
memory of the gold ornament put there by Abgar197.  

Although on the Mandylion we can alwayὅ ὅee juὅt Jeὅuὅ’ face, ὅometimeὅ the conὅideὄable 
dimensions of the cloth make us understand that it was not a little cloth. In addition to the previous 
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example, we also have the Mandylion of the Christ Pantocrator chuὄch of the Dečani εonastery in 
Kosovo (14th century) and the Mandylion of the Panagia Forbiotissa church in Asinou, Cyprus (14th 
century).  

It is possible to perceive that the Mandylion was not simply a small cloth even from the study 
of the Latin manuscript (Ms. lat. 2688) of particular interest, kept in the National Library of Paris, 
dating back to the 13th century198. In the illuminated scenes of the text, the Mandylion is presented as 
a long drape that falls down outside its frame199. 

As already mentioned, another iconographic motif that appears is that of the dead Christ on the 
cross. The presence of the Mandylion in Constantinople explains the transition from the 
representation of the living Christ on the cross to that of the dead Christ. An example of a 
representation before this period is the crucifixion of the Monastery of St. Catherine at Mount Sinai 
(8th century), a surviving icon of the iconoclastic period, in which Christ, clothed with the purple 
dress called colobion, crowned with thorns, pierced at the side, is represented dead, but with a straight 
head. 

Other works represent the dead Christ on the cross, but with a straight head. This is especially 
on Byzantine ivories. Two of them are kept at the Bode Museum in Berlin, one dating back to the 
beginning of the 10th century and the other from the Cathedral of Brescia, dating back to the 11th 
century. A third example, dating back to the 10th century, is preserved at the British Museum in 
London. 

Moving on to the new iconographic type, that of the dead Christ, but with his head resting on 
his right shoulder (Christus Patiens), significant examples are: the fresco depicting the crucifixion in 
the Karanlik church in Cappadocia (11th century), an icon of the crucifixion in the Sinai Monastery 
(early 12th century) and the wall mosaic of the crucifixion in the main church of the Monastery of 
Hosios Lukas in Focide (1011-1012). 

Examples coming from Italy are: the Staurotheke including an enamel of the crucifixion, kept 
at the Diocesan Museum of Cosenza, which was donated in 1222 by the Emperor Frederick II of 
Swabia to the Cathedral of that city; the precious cover of the Evangeliary called of Alfano, who was 
bishop of Capua between 1166 and 1198, guarded in the treasury of the cathedral of that city. 

The representation of the crucifix alone in monumental dimensions found particular favor in 
the West. There are many examples in Italian art. Up until about 1210, however, Christ is always 
portrayed living on the cross. In fact, the Cross No. 20, attributed to a Byzantine master, kept in the 
National Museum of San Matteo in Pisa, the Maritime Republic with intense relations with the 
Byzantine world, dates back to that year. In it, the figure of the Christus patiens is surrounded by six 
post-mortem scenes, that start with the Deposition and end with the Descent to the Underworld. Since 
then, this new representation of Christ, known exactly as Christus patiens, found a great diffusion in 
Western art, especially thanks to the work of painter Giunta Pisano200. Important examples of his 
production are the lost Crucifix called of Brother Elias, dating back to 1236, for the Upper Basilica 
of Assisi and the Crucifix of Bologna painted in 1250 ca. for the church of San Domenico. In this last 
work the suffering Christ has his head reclined on his right shoulder and his eyes closed, while the 
body abandons itself to the weight of death. The Christ stands out on a cross-shaped, scenes-free 
background. It is suggestive to assume that the grid motif, with a carpet-like pattern, may refer to the 
aforementioned Mandylion decoration. 

                                                            
198 RAGUSA I., The iconography of the Abgar cycle in Paris MS. Latin 2688 and its relationship to Byzantine cycles, in Miniatura, n. 2, 1989, pp. 35-

51; TOMEI A., Il manoscritto lat. 2688 della Bibliothèque Nationale de France: la Veronica a Roma, in: QUINTAVALLE  A.C. (Ed.), Medioevo: 
immagine e racconto, Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi, Parma, September 27-30, 2000, Milan, 2003, pp. 398-406. 

199 RAGUSA I., The iconography of the Abgar cycle in Paris MS. Latin 2688 and its relationship to Byzantine cycles, op. cit., Ill. on p. 45-46-47; see 
also pp. III -IV.  

200 Giunta Pisano (of whom we have news from 1236 to 1254 and do not know for sure the birth and death dates), was actually called Giunta di Capitino. 
Native of Pisa, he was active in the first half of the 13th century. In the past Giunta Pisano was referred to as the one who introduced the iconographic 
image of the dead Christ (Christus patiens) replacing with it the most ancient iconographic type of Christ depicted alive on the cross (Christus 
triumphans). This novelty was explained with a direct reference to Franciscan spirituality that tended to emphasize the humanity of Jesus. In realty 
the Christus patiens was present in Byzantine art since the 11th century. See: TARTUFERI A., Giunta di Capitino detto Giunta Pisano, in Dizionario 
biografico degli italiani 57, Catanzaro, 2001, pp. 67-73.  



At the end of this research, the authors intend to emphasize how multidisciplinarity is 

indispensable to know and understand the Shroud. This method is fundamental and must be taken 

into account by all researchers, scholars, academics, scientists, who deal with the Shroud. Forgetting 

this can be misleading. The humility needed to admit that a branch of knowledge needs the other, 

induces researchers to go beyond preconceived readings and allows everyone to collaborate in the 

composition of the mosaic that is scientific research, particularly on the Shroud. By re-evaluating the 

so-called ancillary sciences, the gap between the various branches of science is overcome, and this 

allows evidence, that is otherwise invisible when viewed only from a point of view, to emerge. The 

mosaic of knowledge can be composed thanks to the contribution of all sciences because through 

often-crossed analysis, the picture that will turn out will be more plausible. 

The authors of this article come from completely different scientific fields and working together, 

they have come to a greater understanding of the problem examined. 

The Mandylion\Shroud identification is legitimate and it is also aided by the iconographic 

transformations, which seem to be clearly influenced by a progressive knowledge of the true nature 

of the Mandylion, which can be deduced to be the Shroud. 

 

The article accompanied by images is available at this link: 

https://www.academia.edu/34142677/The_Mandylion_in_Constantinople_Literary_and_iconograph

ic_sources 
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